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ABSTRACT
Sciandra, Vincent MSAAE, Purdue University, May 2013. Development and Benefit
Analysis of a Sector Design Algorithm for Terminal Dynamic Airspace Configuration.
Major Professor: Inseok Hwang.
The National Airspace System (NAS) is the vast network of systems enabling safe
and e cient air travel in the United States. It consists of a set of static sectors, each
controlled by one or more air tra c controllers. Air tra c control is tasked with
ensuring that all flights can depart and arrive on time and in a safe and e cient
matter. However, skyrocketing demand will only increase the stress on an already
ine cient system, causing massive delays. The current, static configuration of the
NAS cannot possibly handle the future demand on the system safely and e ciently,
especially since it is projected to triple by 2025. To overcome these issues, the Next
Generation of Air Transportation System (NextGen) is being enacted to increase the
flexibility of the NAS. A major objective of NextGen is to implement Adaptable Dy-
namic Airspace Configuration (ADAC) which will dynamically allocate the sectors
to best fit the tra c in the area. Dynamically allocating sectors will allow resources
such as controllers to be better distributed to meet tra c demands. Currently, most
DAC research has involved the en route airspace. This leaves the terminal airspace,
which accounts for a large amount of the overall NAS complexity, in need of work.
Using a combination of methods used in en route sectorization, this thesis has de-
veloped an algorithm for the dynamic allocation of sectors in the terminal airspace.
This algorithm will be evaluated using metrics common in the evaluation of dynamic
density, which is adapted for the unique challenges of the terminal airspace, and used
to measure workload on air tra c controllers. These metrics give a better view of
the controller workload than the number of aircraft alone. By comparing the test
results with sectors currently used in the NAS using real tra c data, the algorithm
xvi
generated sectors can be quantitatively evaluated for improvement of the current sec-
torizations. This will be accomplished by testing the performance of the algorithm
generated sectors to the current sectors for a variety of configurations and scenarios,
and comparing these results to those of the current sectors. The e↵ect of dynamic
airspace configurations will then be tested by observing the e↵ects of update rate on
the algorithm generated sector results. Finally, the algorithm will be used with simu-
lated data, whose evaluation would show the ability of the sector design algorithm to
meet the objectives of the NextGen system. Upon validation, the algorithm may be
successfully incorporated into a larger Terminal Flow Algorithm, developed by our
partners at Mosaic ATM, as the final step in the TDAC process.
11. INTRODUCTION
For thousands of years humans have looked to the flight of birds as a model of freedom.
Inventors from every walk of life worked tirelessly to escape the bounds of earth and
explore the heavens. However, now that the capability exists we are quickly finding
out that getting into the air was the easy part. The demand for air travel has
been increasing dramatically since commercial aircraft came into existence. Besides
traditional functions, such as transportation and cargo delivery, the airspace will
soon also need to incorporate tra c from new sources, including unmanned aircraft
and private spacecraft. The current system would not be capable of handling this
magnitude of demand.
The demand for air travel has never been greater, a fact that will not change
in the near future. The Federal Aviation Administration (FAA) predicts that air
travel demand may triple by 2025 [1]. Given that the National Airspace System
(NAS) can barely support the today’s tra c flow, it is clear that such an increase
would be crippling. The current system is too rigid to accommodate larger volumes
of tra c. The result is airspace congestion, leading to the delays that any frequent
airline passenger is all too familiar with.
However, the end e↵ect is not limited to the customer’s time. Holding patterns and
other maneuvers cause excess fuel to be wasted, increasing the operating costs for the
airlines. This in turn puts the airlines into a cost cutting frenzy, trying to salvage an
industry that is already struggling to stay profitable. The International Air Transport
Association (IATA) estimates that in 2013 the average return on investment in the
airline industry will be three percent, a dismal amount when the large financial risks
are considered [2]. Costs incurred through ine ciency must be made up somehow,
leading to everything from increased baggage fees [3] to pilots being encouraged to
carry the least amount of fuel necessary to reach their destinations [4].
2As bleak as the industry looks today, the FAA estimates that ine ciencies due to
increased tra c may cost the industry $22 billion annually by 2025 [5] if the current
system is maintained. Moderate improvements are no longer su cient to contain this
problem. That is why the Next Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen)
was proposed by Congress in 2003 to completely overhaul the current system. By
utilizing new procedures and technologies, NextGen hopes to bring the NAS into the
21st century. The goal is to use these new policies to increase the e ciency, reliability
and safety of the national airspace to incorporate the growing tra c demand. [1]
One component of NAS ine ciency lies in the limitation of air tra c control in
managing tra c flow. The national airspace is divided into sectors, each one managed
by a crew of air tra c controllers to ensure safe operation. These sectors are often
decades old and based on both historical and geographic data. Given the precise
nature of the job and the high failure cost, it is not hard to see how air tra c control
is often mentioned among the most stressful careers. These controllers are limited
to the number of aircraft they can handle at a given time. Unfortunately, with the
current and future tra c demands, the controllers cannot keep up with the work,
causing delays as they force aircraft into holding patterns.
This does not mean the entire airspace is saturated at any given time. In fact,
often times the workload is poorly distributed, with a few sectors doing the majority
of the work while the rest have little tra c. The current rigid sector definition does
not allow the flexibility required to meet changing tra c demands. For this rea-
son, an important component of NextGen is the implementation of dynamic airspace
configurations (DAC), which is gaining attention as a measure to increase airspace
e ciency. By dynamically reallocating the airspace, it is possible to better distribute
controller e↵orts in managing tra c.
A key benefit of DAC is the ability to distribute the controller workload based
on need rather than a set, often arbitrary, definition. This ensures that one group
of controllers is not waiting for flights while others are forcing aircraft into holding
patterns. The dynamic capabilities allow the airspace to adapt to changing tra c
3conditions to eliminate congestion. To meet this goal, DAC functions are expected
by NASA to include the following [6]:
• A capability to dynamically manage the allocation and de- allocation of airspace
for military and special uses
• A capability to temporarily instantiate high-density airspace corridors, low-
density general-use zones, and/or any other class of airspace to best service
aggregate user demand
• A capability to flex airspace boundaries to balance projected airspace complex-
ity
• A capability to temporarily restrict airspace access based upon performance
standards to more equitably ration oversubscribed resources
To meet the challenge of designing a DAC algorithm a number of solutions have
been tried. These include Voronoi Diagrams [7], region growth [8] and genetic algo-
rithms [9]. At Purdue University, algorithms using a graph partitioning algorithm [10]
and integer programing [11] have been used with varying levels of success to generate
sectors using historical and simulated data. In order to capitalize on the benefits of
each method, they have been combined into a single algorithm, whose operation and
validation is the subject of this thesis.
Despite the large amount of attention given to DAC research, the overwhelming
majority of current work has been focused on the en route airspace. This problem is
typically modeled by partitioning an area to fit geographic and functional constraints,
such as workload balancing and connectivity [12,13]. Due to the unique challenges of
designing an algorithm for DAC in the terminal airspace, no methods have currently
been established for the task [14].
Because an airport is the source and sink for every flight, e ciency in the sur-
rounding terminal airspace is critical for the performance of the entire NAS. Due to
throughput limitations of airports, there is a constant stream of arriving and depart-
ing flights that need to be properly managed. Because of the high volume of tra c
4and low operating area, the terminal airspace may be considered the bottleneck of
all air tra c operations. Delays here have wide reaching implications of all other
flights in the area. Specific properties of the terminal airspace will be discussed in
Chapter 2.
In this thesis, an algorithm is proposed that combines geometric and integer pro-
gramming methods to generate sectors for the terminal airspace. Using real tra c
data for multiple airports, the algorithm will be used to generate sectors for a variety
of conditions. The algorithm will be validated using a series of metrics developed for
the terminal airspace, derived from concepts used in the terminal airspace. Using
real tra c data, sectors will be generated and compared to the corresponding exist-
ing sectors. Once the algorithm’s accuracy has been confirmed, it will be tested with
simulated data to evaluate its performance for future scenarios. Using the previous
validation, acceptable performance ranges can be observed. The simulated sectors
can then be compared to this baseline to ensure that the results are valid. By con-
firming the validity of sectors for future scenarios, the algorithm will be shown to be
acceptable for implementation in the NextGen system.
The rest of the thesis will be organized as follows. Chapter 2 will discuss the cur-
rent state of the NAS. Chapter 3 will give an overview of NextGen and DAC systems.
Chapter 4 will discuss the algorithm’s development and key functions. Chapter 5
will describe the metrics and procedures used to evaluate the generated sectors and
present the results. Finally, Chapter 6 will o↵er conclusions on the success of the
algorithm based on the test results and propose future work to improve the sector
design algorithm.
52. CURRENT NATIONAL AIRSPACE SYSTEM (NAS) IN
CONTINENTAL UNITED STATES
With an average of over 50,000 flights per day, the National Airspace System of the
United States is one of the busiest and most complex systems in existence. As of
2010, the FAA has employed roughly 26,000 controllers, inspectors and technicians
to operate the NAS, a number that is increasing to keep up with growing demand.
These workers are in charge of keeping a massive system encompassing nearly 20,000
airports and 600 tra c control facilities operating in a safe and e cient manner [15].
To grasp the scale of this challenge, Figure 2.1 shows an example of the airspace over
the U.S. at any given time. It is clear from this figure that controllers and technicians
are crucial to the air transportation process.
Figure 2.1.: Snapshot of tra c over United States on July 10, 2006 at 2:45 p.m. EST
(Image courtesy of NASA) [16]
62.1 Current Sectorization of NAS
The NAS is a massive system made up of nearly 20,000 airports, 200 Terminal
Radar Approach Control Facilities (TRACON) and 460 air tra c control towers
(ATCTs) [17]. These facilities use a wide range of technology including radar and
tracking software to provide support to all aircraft in use. To simplify the NAS,
the airspace is divided into 21 Air Route Tra c Control Centers (ARTCCs) which,
in turn, are subdivided into 600 Air Tra c Control (ATC) sectors. Each sector is
monitored by at least one of the 15,000 controllers employed by the FAA [18]. Figures
2.2 and 2.3 show the ARTCC and ATC sectors, respectively.
Figure 2.2.: Map of ARTCCs in continental U.S. (Image courtesy of NASA)
Figure 2.3.: Current sectorization of the United States (Image courtesy of FAA)
7As the air tra c in the U.S. increases, the NAS is unable to keep up with the
demand. In 2007, four airports had reached their maximum capacity, shown in Fig-
ure 2.4 [19]. Figure 2.5 indicates that, if left unchecked, an additional 23 airports will
be over capacity by 2025.
Figure 2.4.: Map of airports exceeding capacity in 2007 [19]
Figure 2.5.: Map of airports projected to exceed capacity by 2025 [19]
8A major cause of airspace ine ciency is the rigid sector system currently in place.
Today’s sectors were designed using historical and geographic data. As the tra c
increases, these sectors cannot handle the increased workload that comes with it.
Furthermore, the current static system causes workload imbalances that increase the
stress on the system. Often in a region, one sector may be over their operating
capacity, forcing the aircraft to be diverted to a suboptimal path, wasting time and
fuel. This is not a trivial problem, as the annual cost of this waste may reach $30
billion annually if not corrected. [20]
2.2 Comparison of En Route and Terminal Airspace
The National Airspace consists of two main types of regions, the large en route
airspace and the terminal airspace surrounding airports. En route airspace is the
region that aircraft fly in between airports. These sectors may span multiple states
and use ARTCCs for guidance. Terminal airspace is smaller, generally consisting of
the area 30-50 miles from an airport, and is used to manage aircraft as they take-o↵
and land [15]. TRACON is charged with ensuring the safe operation of flights in this
region, which may be di cult due to the high tra c density in this region.
The terminal airspace is much more rigidly structured than the en route airspace.
Air tra c control closely monitors these aircraft to comply with federally established
rules and regulations that allow little deviation, while en route aircraft tend to have
more freedom in their movement. To control flights in the terminal airspace, the FAA
publishes regulations on terminal procedures in documents called terminal procedure
publications (TPPs). These documents contain Instrumental Approach Procedure
(IAP) charts, Departure Procedure (DP) charts , Standard Terminal Arrival (STAR)
charts, Airport Diagrams and other resources used to regulate aircraft movement. In
the terminal airspace, arrival and departure flights are required to follow STAR and
DP charts, respectively, to ensure safe operation. An example of a STAR and DP
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Figure 2.6.: STAR and DP charts for ATL (left: CANUK1 Arrival; right: CADITS
departure) [21]
Figure 2.6 shows the arrival and departure routes are defined by a series of navaids,
which provide pilots with information regarding their position and flight character-
istics. This allows flights to operate safely in poor weather conditions. A common
navaid is a very-high frequency omnidirectional radio beacon (VOR) which transmits
flight data to the aircraft relative to the transmitter. When combined with other
tools such as distance measuring equipment (DME) or a tactical air navigation sys-
tem (TACAN), the pilot gains full knowledge of their position. This accuracy enables
strict adherence to the predefined route structure of the terminal airspace.
In en route airspace most aircraft are flying in cruise configuration, eliminating
significant changes in altitude. Alternatively, terminal aircraft must go through large
altitude changes as they attempt to take-o↵ or land. For this reason, the vertical
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profile of the terminal airspace sectors is much more important than the en route
airspace.
Due to the nature of the terminal airspace, sectors are designated either arrival
or departure sectors. This is a safety precaution to ensure that there are no crossings
between aircraft moving in opposite directions. By separating arrivals and departures,
conflicts can be avoided between descending and climbing aircraft. However, the en
route airspace does not have to deal with this issue, as all aircraft in this region are
in a steady altitude range.
Besides operational issues, terminal airspace sectors must also deal with issues spe-
cific to airport parameters. The terminal airspace configuration is directly influenced
by geographical and operational constraints of the airport. One important factor is
the layout of the runways. Shown in Figure 2.7, each airport is constructed from
four basic runway types. For example, the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport (ATL), shown in Figure 2.9 consists of a pair of parallel runways and a single
runway, all running from east to west. Alternatively, there are more complicated con-
figurations, such as the one present in the Dallas-Forth Worth International Airport
(DFW). As seen in Figure A.4, this airport is very complex, incorporating parallel,
open-v and single runway elements into its layout.
Figure 2.7.: Four fundamental types of runway configurations (Image courtesy of
FAA)
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In addition to geometric constraints, operational constraints are critical to the
sectorization of the terminal airspace. The most important of these constraints are
the airspace configuration, which determines airport function. This typically involves
adjusting the direction in which aircraft land and depart for reasons such as increasing
e ciency or avoiding inclement weather. For example, an airport is said to be in the
west configuration if the aircraft depart from the west side of the airport and land
on the eastern side. Additionally, a configuration may be a dual or triple departure
based on the number of distinct flight paths aircraft travel immediately after take-o↵.
As seen in Figure 2.8, each configuration requires a specific sectorization to properly
fit the tra c. These factors add an extra layer of complexity not seen in the en route
airspace.
(a) ATL east flow triple departure sectors (b) ATL west flow dual departure sectors
Figure 2.8.: ATL sectorizations corresponding to di↵erent airport operational consid-
erations (Images courtesy of FAA)
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2.3 Terminal Airspaces in Consideration
For the sector design algorithm to be validated, it is important that it is tested with
a wide variety of inputs. For this reason, three terminal airspaces will be considered
for this thesis. Each airport has its own unique properties, including runway layout,
operational constraints and tra c variety. In addition, each airspace has a set of
current sectors that will serve as a baseline for comparison. Basic information on
each airspace will be presented in the following sections. Further properties and
diagrams can be found in APPENDIX A.
2.3.1 Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL)
Sitting only ten miles from downtown Atlanta, the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta
International Airport is the busiest airport in the country. Over 90 million passengers
passed through ATL’s terminals in 2011 alone [22]. This airport is controlled by the
Atlanta TRACON (A80) located in Peachtree City, GA [23]. Figure 2.9 shows the
runway diagram for this airport. ATL has a simple layout, consisting of five total
runways running along the east-west direction. The two sets of parallel runways, and
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Figure 2.9.: Runway layout for Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport [21]
To accommodate the tra c, ATL employs four di↵erent airport configurations.
These consist of east and west configurations for both dual and triple departures. For
example, Figure 2.10 shows the sectors for the east flow triple departure scenario.
The arrival region consists of four sectors that funnel flights from the corners of
the airspace. This allows for some departing flights to depart to the east without
interfering with arrival flights.
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(a) Arrival sectors (b) Departure sectors
Figure 2.10.: ATL sectorizations for east flow triple departure airport configuration
2.3.2 Dallas-Forth Worth International Airport (DFW)
The Dallas-Forth Worth International Airport is the fourth busiest airport in the
United States, transporting nearly 60 million passengers in 2011 [24]. This airport
is controlled by the Dallas TRACON (D10) along with the nearby Dallas Love Field
airport (DAL). Its runway configuration can be seen in Figure A.4. From observation,
it can be seen that the runway structure of DFW is much more complicated than that
of ATL. Not only does DFW have more runways and configurations than ATL, the
diagonal runways are angled towards the parallel ones, which needs to be carefully
controlled to avoid interference. While all aircraft operating in ATL all arrive and
depart from the same general location, extra care must be taken with DFW to note
which runways are active at any given time. Adding to the complexity, tra c from
DAL occasionally causes unusual patterns in DFW tra c, forcing some tra c to fly
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Figure 2.11.: Runway layout for Dallas-Forth Worth International Airport [21]
Due to the runway layout, DFW operates in north and south configurations.
Figure A.5 shows the current sectorization for southern tra c flow. As before, the
tra c enters the arrival airspace through the corners of the airspace, leaving space to
the south for departing flights. There is a larger di↵erence between departure sectors.
In ATL, it can be observed that the departure sectors had regions removed from their
edges to allow for arrival sectors. These regions are much smaller in DFW, with the
departure sectors covering the majority of the airspace. It will be shown later that
this is due to the unique properties of the tra c patterns in the D10 airspace.
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(a) Arrival sectors (b) Departure sectors
Figure 2.12.: DFW sectorizations for east flow triple departure airport configuration
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3. NEXTGEN IMPLEMENTATION
To meet the challenges of growing demand in the NAS, Congress enacted the Next
Generation Air Transportation System (NextGen) to bring the national airspace into
the 21st century. To accomplish this enormous task, the Joint Planning and De-
velopment O ce (JPDO) was established to oversee multiple government agencies,
including the Departments of Transportation (DOT) and Defense (DOD), the FAA
and NASA. Each agency would perform its own critical role in the complete overhaul
of the National Airspace System. [25]
Key objectives of NextGen focus on increasing the e ciency and safety of the
NAS. The system must include provisions that will accommodate both civilian, com-
mercial, and military needs. This will be accomplished by instilling characteristics
into the new system such as being scalable, using distributed decision making and
utilizing both human and automated resources in its operation. Additionally, the
system hopes to reduce environmental impacts of air tra c, including fuel emissions
and noise pollution. NextGen also will instill new capabilities into the NAS. These
added capabilities will have significant e↵ects on the overall operation of the NAS
and include: [26, 27]
• Network-Enabled Information Access
• Performance-Based Operations and Services
• Weather Assimilated into Decision-making
• Layered, Adaptive Security
• Position, Navigation and Timing (PNT) Services
• Aircraft Trajectory-Based Operations
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• Equivalent Visual Operations (EVO)
• Super Density Arrival/Departure Operations
To accomplish these objectives, NextGen will implement five elements, which in-
clude new technology and operational procedures. The first element is the installation
of automatic dependent surveillance-broadcast (ADS-B) into all aircraft. This device
uses GPS satellite signals to give air tra c controllers and pilots their precise location,
allowing easier management and real-time tra c display. The second element is Next
Generation Data Communications which will increase the communications capability
between aircraft and ATC. The Next Generation Network Enabled Weather (NNEW)
system will create a nationwide view of weather patterns that controllers will use to
plan tra c more e ciently. The goal of NNEW is to reduce weather related delays by
50%. System Wide Information Management (SWIM) looks to remove redundancy
from the information sharing network by sharing all data through a single infrastruc-
ture. Finally, NAS voice switch (NVS) will remove the complex and outdated voice
switching systems in the NAS with a single communications system. [28]
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Figure 3.1.: Overview of NextGen operations [1]
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These elements will assist in giving pilots and controllers more freedom in com-
manding air tra c. For this e↵ect, a major goal of the NextGen initiative is to
increase the flexibility of the NAS to allow the airspace to dynamically adapt to
changing tra c. This would give aircraft the ability to change their flight path in
response to outside factors such as congestion or extreme weather conditions.
Current air tra c control operations do not allow for flexibility in the NAS. To-
day’s airspace sectorizations are static and built from historical and geographic data,
making them incapable of adapting to increasing tra c demands. A common outcome
of current NAS sectors is specific sectors being overworked, exceeding their allowed
capacity. When this occurs, controllers have to remedy the situation by putting ar-
riving flights in holding patterns or otherwise delaying flights from being added to the
airspace. Alternatively, many sectors are running under capacity at any given time,
resulting in wasted controller time. These factors cause ine ciencies that a↵ect not
only the local airspace, but the entire NAS.
To overcome this obstacle, NextGen proposes using Dynamic Airspace Configu-
rations (DACs) to allocate the NAS as necessary to meet tra c demands. While the
current system consists of static sectors, DAC will divide the airspace to best fit pro-
jected needs. By distributing controller workload more evenly, the amount of delays
may be drastically reduced. In addition, the airspace can be adapted dynamically
to avoid bad weather and other obstacles to ensure the safe and timely transport of
aircraft to their destinations.
The subject of DAC has been researched extensively over the last few years with
varying levels of success, particularly for the en route airspace [7–9]. However, the
subject of DAC for the terminal airspace (TDAC) has not recieved the same amount
of attention. As discussed in Chapter 2, the terminal airspace poses a series of unique
challenges that must be addressed independently from the rest of the NAS. At Purdue
University, I have worked with a team who have developed multiple algorithms to solve
the TDAC problem. These past algorithms have been combined into a single sector
20
design algorithm for terminal dynamic airspace sectorization. Chapter 4 will briefly
describe this algorithm and key functions it uses in the sectorization process.
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4. SECTOR DESIGN ALGORITHM FOR TERMINAL
DYNAMIC AIRSPACE CONFIGURATION
Over the past two years, Purdue University has worked in cooperation with NASA,
Mosaic ATM and CSSI, Inc. to develop a program, known as the Terminal Flow Al-
gorithm, for DAC in the terminal airspace. The purpose of this algorithm is to design
flight routes according to various factors, including varying tra c flows and weather
avoidance. Purdue’s sector design algorithm is the final step in the overall program,
which takes the designed flights and routes from the Terminal Flow Algorithm and
generates sectors to distribute the workload.
Over the course of this project, multiple sector design algorithms have been de-
veloped. The first, a geometric method implementing graph partitioning, generated
accurate outer sector boundaries, but could not adequately determine tra c flow close
to the airport [10]. To resolve this issue, a new method using integer programming
was developed [11]. The integer programing (IP) algorithm created better sectors
than the geometric algorithm, but was too computationally complex to automate
e ciently. Because each method complemented the others, it was determined that
the algorithms could be combined into a single sector design algorithm, exploiting
the benefits of each while eliminating some of the problems. The two algorithms are
explained in detail in APPENDIX B.
4.1 Algorithm Overview
Each sector design algorithm operates in a similar manner, shown in the flowchart
in Figure 4.1. The first step is to take input parameters, consisting of flight and route
data, and convert them to usable data specific to the method being used. The input
parameters consist of:
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• Waypoints: Contains names of navaids and their corresponding position coor-
dinates.
• Air routes: Series of waypoints detailing the air routes in the terminal airspace.
These can be supplied by the Terminal Flow Algorithm or taken from STAR
and DP charts used by the FAA for current routes.
• Flight Data: List of points containing position and time data for arrival and
departure flights. Usually updated in four second intervals. Can use either
historical real tra c data or simulated flights for future scenarios.
This initial data is processed by one of the three algorithms and sector boundaries
are autonomously designed to fit the route and tra c data. These sectors are output
as an XML file that can be imported by the Terminal Flow Algorithm and used to
continue the DAC process.
Figure 4.1.: Operation of sector design algorithm
4.2 Completed Sector Design Algorithm for TDAC
Due to the shortcomings of the previous algorithms, it is clear that a new solution
is necessary to meet the design objectives. By combining the two attempts into a
new algorithm, it is possible to take the benefits of each method while minimizing
the negative properties. The following algorithm overcomes previous di culties to
accurately and consistently generate sectors for real and simulated scenarios. For the
purposes of this thesis, this combined algorithm will be evaluated in the subsequent
chapters. The algorithm steps can be observed in Figure 4.2.
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Figure 4.2.: Operation of sector design algorithm for TDAC
The algorithm will first read and sort user given data including flight, air route
and waypoint data. Once the data has been properly loaded, initial evaluations are
performed to create a rough sectorization of the airspace. These sectors will be ana-
lyzed and converted into a form that can be processed by the IP algorithm. The IP
algorithm then computes the solution for sectorization that best contains the given
data. In the event that the IP algorithm does not obtain a feasible solution, a backup
fail-safe measure is used, implementing geometric methods to process the initial sec-
tors. In either event, the processed sectors are then refined to remove conflicts and
inconsistencies, leaving the algorithm with completed arrival sectors. The departure
sectors are then built by components. The low altitude sectors are generated by the
given tra c data while high altitude departure sectors are formed from the comple-
ment of high arrival sectors. Finally, the individual sectors are checked for conflicts
and output with altitude data as xml files.
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4.2.1 Data Input
The first step of the sector design algorithm is to read the input data files. As
before, the flight and route data for arrival and departure tra c is read and stored
into memory, as shown in Figures 4.3 and 4.4. Unlike previous methods, this data
is stored in a more complete form, allowing it to be transferred between functions
easily. This dramatically increases the computational e ciency of the algorithm.
Also unique to this method is the ability to use time segmented data. This ability is
crucial for DAC applications, as it sets the algorithm to develop new sectorizations
for specific time intervals. By providing time limits on each route, the algorithm will
iterate through the algorithm, creating sectors specific to each scenario’s route and
tra c data. It should be noted that, unless otherwise stated, the units for all plots
are in nautical miles relative to the airport, which is at (0, 0) in all plots.




















Figure 4.3.: 2D and 3D arrival flight and route data for ATL
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Figure 4.4.: 2D and 3D departure flight and route data for ATL
The previously used IP algorithm used a grid system to capture flight and route
data. This method is much more adaptable than the graph model system used in the
geometric algorithm. However, by augmenting the grid cells to contain a wider variety
of information, it is possible to use geometric methods to sectorize the airspace. To
accommodate this, each grid cell is fit to contain the following data:
• Cell geometry- series of points defining the cell
• Number of departure flights that pass through cell
• Number of arrival flights that pass through cell
• Maximum and minimum altitude of aircraft that pass through the cell
Using cells instead of a graph model accomplishes three main functions. First, it
is a convenient measure of the horizontal variance, since each cell has a set width it
is simple to view a range of flights. It also helps with adding bu↵er space as a set
number of cells may be added to ensure safety thresholds. Secondly, the cells provide
a set of geometric points that can be immediately used for sector generation. The
grid requires no augmentation of manipulation to correctly order vertices. Finally,
storing the altitude data in grid cells allows for simple and accurate computation of
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altitude limits for the final sectorization. The projection of the flight data into the
grid cells is shown in Figure 4.5











Figure 4.5.: 2D and 3D views of arrival grid cells
The final step in the algorithm setup is to autonomously compute the airport
configuration. The simplest way to do this is to capture the departure flight data at
two points after take-o↵ for each aircraft. By averaging their movement, the departure
direction, and therefore the configuration setting, can be determined. However, not all
scenarios contain departure flights. In arrival only scenarios, the airport configuration
is determined by the turning tra c. As previously discussed, aircraft arriving from
the direction of the airport configuration must pass the airport and land from the
other direction. By identifying the turning flights and analyizing their paths, the
correct configuration can be identified.
4.2.2 Data Preprocessing
With the input data organized, initial arrival sectors can be generated. These
results will be passed to the IP algorithm to generate optimal sectors. First, the
algorithm must choose the separating altitude between low and high sectors. Since
the arrival air tra c traditionally enters the airspace through the corners, the airspace
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is divided into quadrants. Using the altitude data in the grid cells, the floors and
ceiling of each cell is assembled into an array. Using the k-means method, the data is
sorted and a dividing altitude is determined for each quadrant [29]. Table 4.1 shows
the separating altitudes for this scenario.
Quadrant NE NW SW SE
Dividing Altitude (FL) 101.7 71.41 62.72 88.70
Table 4.1: Dividing altitude by quadrant for ATL
Once the dividing altitudes have been obtained, the original grid is divided into
two new grids for low and high sectors accordingly. The algorithm follows each flight
until it reaches the separating altitude for the corresponding quadrant, at which point
the upper half of the path is projected onto the high grid and the lower half onto
the low grid. The resulting grids can be seen in Figure 4.6. From the grids, it is can
be observed that the majority of the low tra c is located to the west of the airport.
This is due to the airport configuration. Since the airport is in the east configuration,
the aircraft land from the west. Flights in eastern quadrants tend to stay at higher
altitudes until they get close to the airport, focusing the low altitude regions to the
west side of the airport.
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(a) Low altitude gridcells











(b) High altitude gridcells
Figure 4.6.: Low and high arrival gridcells for ATL
Next, the routes grid is expanded to add a bu↵er zone to the flight paths. This
will set a minimum distance for the sector width, which is set to 5 nmi per FAA
standards [30]. This is accomplished by o↵setting routes by 2.5 miles on either side
of the path, given by a set number of grid cells. Since the cell width decreases in cells
closer to the airport, a simple script determines the correct number of cells on either
side of the route to add in order to meet the sector width goal. The completed routes
grid is shown in Figure 4.7.
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Figure 4.7.: Expanded route grid for ATL
Finally, initial sector boundaries are generated from the high and low grids. To
accomplish this, a method using a construct common to shape modeling called alpha
shapes. This method approximates a type of concave hull, which is a type of convex
hull that minimizes the area used to contain all given points. The generation of these
shapes uses components of Delaunay Triangulation, which is a triangulation of a set
of points, P , such that no point in P is in the circumcircle of any triangle in the
set [31]. Using this logic, the alpha shape method attempts to connect each pair of
points in a set in a circle of radius
p
↵. If this circle can be drawn without any other
point lying in the circle, an edge is created between the vertices [32]. An example
of this process can be seen in Figure 4.8, where the gray circles of a constant radius
p
10 connect the outermost points in a given set, while following the contour of the
given data.
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Figure 4.8.: Example alpha shape sector generation
By dynamically determining ↵ to best fit the given data, initial sector boundaries
are drawn about the filled grid sections. These simple boundaries, shown in Fig-
ure 4.9, are used as inputs to the IP algorithm, which will optimize the initial inputs.
Additionally, using some simple geometric methods, these results may be improved
into usable sectors to be used in case the IP method fails. The algorithm writes a
pair of input files to be transferred to the IP code, containing:
• Grid resolution - establishes search region
• Number of sectors
• Routes grid resolution - determines appropriate route data to use for scenario
• General location of each sector - gives specific search space for each sector
The algorithm then exports the routes, low altitude and high altitude grid cells
into three separate text files to be used in the IP algorithm.
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Figure 4.9.: Initial ATL sectorization
4.2.3 Sector Processing
With the input files created, the algorithm uses MATLAB to call a pair of C++
function executables to implement the Integer Programming (IP) algorithm. The IP
algorithm, developed by partner Jian Wei, attempts to optimize the initial sector
results to best meet the tra c and route data given to it. Given initial grid data, the
method finds the minimum regions required to contain the flight data. Additionally, it
incorporates route structures and airport constraints, such as flight continuity, into the
calculation. A more complete description of this method can be found inMathematical
programming based algorithm for dynamic terminal airspace configuration [11]. Upon
completion, the IP algorithm outputs a pair of files corresponding to low and high
optimized sectors.
Once control of the algorithm is returned to MATLAB, it reads the output files
from the IP functions and converts the data into new grids. As before, the alpha
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shapes function is applied to each grid to generate low and high departure sectors.
The following checks are then implemented to ensure the results are valid.
• Are both low and high sectors present in the output data?
• Are the IP generated sectors substantially larger than the initial sectors?
• Do the resulting sectors have any inconsistencies or internal sectors?
If the answer to these questions is “no,” the algorithm will accept these results
as the processed sectors, such as in Figure 4.10. Otherwise, the initial sectors will be
augmented as a substitute for the remaining steps. This guarantees that the algorithm
will always produce a usable output.










(a) Low altitude gridcells










(b) High altitude gridcells
Figure 4.10.: Low and high arrival gridcells for ATL from IP algorithm
4.2.4 Sector Post-processing
Using the sectors generated in the processing step, the algorithm now modifies
the arrival sectors to remove boundary issues and ensure the final results conform
to set standards. The first step is to divide the low sector in two using the airport
configuration as a constraint. From given tra c patterns, it can be determined that
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aircraft rarely cross the midpoint of the airport during arrivals. This avoids conflicts
by ensuring that aircraft do not cross paths while trying to reach their runway. For
ATL, the runways are organized in an east-west layout. This e↵ectively divides the
airport into north and south sections, with flight originating to the north of the airport
rarely using the southern runways. This e↵ect is recreated by partitioning the low
sectors appropriately, as shown in Figure 4.11.


















Figure 4.11.: Low sector is spit in half to meet airport constraint
Because of the position on the runways at the airport, the center is not always the
best determinant of this centerline. As seen in Figure 4.12a, the original centerline
is placed awkwardly between runways, causing a large number of sector crossings.
These crossings can cause confusion for the air tra c controllers. to adjust for this,
the region close to the airport is evaluated to determine the point that results in the
minimum number of sector crossings. The new centerline, shown in Figure 4.12b, is
chosen to be this point.
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(a) Original airport centerline (b) Adjusted airport centerline
Figure 4.12.: Adjustment of airport centerline to minimize sector crossings
Next, the boundary will be adjusted to fit a more regular polygonal shape. Since
air tra c controllers must be focused on directing tra c, there must be no ambiguity
over what sector an aircraft is in. Removing excess vertices or irregular regions from
the sector allows for a boundary that is easier for the controllers to understand.
However, traditional polygon smoothing methods do not work for this application,
because removing vertices loses information. To overcome this issue, an adaptive
“notch-filling” function has been developed that strategically adds vertices to the
polygon to eliminate irregularities in the boundary. Figure 4.13 shows the e↵ect of
this simplification.
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Figure 4.13.: Simplified sector borders
4.2.5 Adjusting Sectors for Turning Tra c
In order to reduce the number of sector crossings in the airspace, which cause
hando↵ ine ciencies, new low altitude sectors are created that contain all turning
tra c. This step prevents an issue with current sector layouts, where aircraft fly out
of a sector, then must turn around and reenter it. This causes two extra hando↵s
for controllers that are completely unnecessary. To make this situation worse, the
exit and reentry sometimes happen so quickly that it confuses the controllers. This
problem is easily corrected using the following process.
First, the turning tra c is separated from the rest of the data. This is done by
storing the first point of each flight and the farthest point away from that point on its
path. For non-turning flights, the farthest point will be close to the airport, although
not necessarily zero. Turning flight’s farthest point will be a measurable distance
away, typically more than 3 nmi. Figure 4.14 shows the generated sectors overlaid
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with the turning flights. It can be seen that the flights take up roughly half of the
low sector region.



















Figure 4.14.: Turning flights projected over generated sectors.
With the turning tra c identified, the algorithm now projects the flights onto a
grid and generates a sector for the turning data. This is split in two using the airport
constraint to give a north and south turning sector. Finally, areas not intersecting
the current low sectors are eliminated, and the boundaries are adjusted to remove
interferences. The result is four low arrival sectors. This step completes the two
dimensional arrival sector generation. The process, shown in Figure 4.15, is not
integrated into the final results if the turning sectors consist of more than 60 percent
of the total low sector area. This prevents the generation of ine ciently small arrival
sectors.
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(a) Projected grid for turning tra c

















(b) Initial turning sectors
(c) Completed turning sectors
Figure 4.15.: Process for generating turning sectors
4.2.6 Altitude Assignment for Arrival Sectors
With the two dimensional sector boundaries generated, it is now necessary to
expand the sectorization into three dimensions. Figures 4.3 and 4.5 have previously
shown the flight data and its corresponding grid representation. Using the 2D sector
boundaries as limits, the algorithm corals grid cells within each sector and determines
the maximum and minimum altitude of these cells. These values are assigned as each
sector’s ceiling and floor respectively. To add extra safety to the system, a 500 ft
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bu↵er is added to the altitude limits, allowing for extra vertical variance of future
tra c through each sector.
The final arrival sectors are shown below in Figure 4.16. From these results,
it should be observed that the sectors are well fitted to the input tra c. In two
dimensions, all flights are contained in the sectors, with few instances of unused area.
The excess that is there, which is a byproduct of polygon smoothing, will be evaluated
in later sections to ensure that it does not impede the e ciency of the airspace. In
three dimensions it can also be seen that the tra c is totally encapsulated within the
sector boundaries. Using the tra c data to determine the floors and ceilings of the
sectors minimizes the volume of the sector so that departing flights have more space
to operate without interference.
Figure 4.16.: Finalized 2D and 3D arrival sectors with tra c data for ATL
4.2.7 Departure Sectors
As shown in Figure 4.4, the departing flights in the terminal airspace have much
more variation in their flight paths than seen in arrival tra c. To accommodate
this behavior, the departure sectors are generally considered to be the complement of
the arrival sectors, particularly at high altitudes. As with arrival sectors, departure
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sectors will be designed in both low and high altitude regions. However, the process
to design each of these sector regions is considerably di↵erent than previous methods.
The first di↵erence is the way in which the separating altitude is determined.
While the k-means algorithm is used to determine the splitting altitude in both
methods, for the departure sectors only one altitude is determined for all regions.
Since all aircraft take o↵ from approximately the same point and ascend as rapidly as
possible, the vertical profile of departure flights is fairly consistent. Once the altitude
is determined, in this case at FL 115, the sectors for each altitude region may be
determined. Unlike arrival sectors, all departure sector altitude ranges are set to the
same range.
Low Altitude Departure Sectors
The first step in determining low altitude departure sectors is to identify the
di↵erent tra c flows in the region. Figure 4.17 shows the departure tra c below the
separating altitude. It can be seen that after take-o↵ the tra c can proceed forward,
or turn to the left or right. This logically results in three possible tra c flows. For
easy tra c management a sector will be designed to contain each flow.
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Figure 4.17.: Low altitude departure tra c flows
Taking the feasible movement patterns, it is possible to identify the members of
each tra c flow. By forming a list of endpoints of each flight under the separating
altitude, the final locations of the flights are recorded before they pass into the high
airspace. This gives the maximum possible separation between other flights. As
a result the algorithm can accurately assign groupings to each endpoint, shown in
Figure 4.18.
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Figure 4.18.: Endpoints of low altitude departure flights. Di↵erent colors represent
groupings.
With each endpoint assigned to a group, the entire tra c may be divided into
three flows, although the number of flows may be automatically adjusted to fit the
given tra c data. Each flow is then projected into a grid and used to create a single
sector. After this has been performed for each tra c flow, the sectors are simplified
and conflicts are removed. This process and the finalized low departure sectors are
shown in Figure 4.19. By overlaying the flights on the sector boundaries, it can be
seen that the sectors accurately contain the tra c.
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(a) Grid for single departure tra c flow



















(b) Corresponding initial departure sector




















(c) Completed low altitude departure sectors with tra c data
Figure 4.19.: Process for generating low altitude departure sectors
High Altitude Departure Sectors
The high altitude departure sectors are simply the complement of the arrival
sectors. The process used to generate these sectors is shown in Figure 4.20. First,
all high arrival sectors are subtracted from the circular airspace. Their unique layout
leaves two polygons, one in front of the airport and a much larger one behind it. By
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splitting the larger polygon in half using the airport constraint, the airspace is left
with three high departure sectors, one for each tra c flow. The resulting high sectors
contain nearly all of the tra c for the brief time they are passing through the sectors.
The excess area typically is not an issue, as it gives departures space to use if needed
for emergencies or any other reason.




















(a) Arrival sectors are identified in
the terminal airspace




















(b) High altitude arrivals are sub-
tracted from airspace




















(c) Larger polygon is split to complete high
altitude departure sectors
Figure 4.20.: Process for generating high altitude departure sectors
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4.3 Sector Design Algorithm Results
The final results for the arrival and departure sectors for the A80 airspace are
shown below. In each case the sectors accurately contain the tra c data. It should be
noted that these results have been developed using only a small portion of total tra c
available. Di↵erent tra c data will lead to diverse sectorization results. Chapter 5.2
will analyze these sectors, and others, to determine the e↵ectiveness of the algorithm.
Figure 4.21.: Finalized 2D and 3D arrival sectors with tra c data for ATL
Figure 4.22.: Finalized 2D and 3D departure sectors with tra c data for ATL
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5. VALIDATION AND BENEFIT ANALYSIS OF THE
SECTOR DESIGN ALGORITHM
5.1 Definition of Metrics for Benefit Analysis
With the algorithm completed, it is now necessary to validate the results using
both real tra c and simulated data. By first comparing the algorithm generated
sectors to the current sectors, the algorithm’s success can be measured. Due to the
nature of the real tra c, the performance of the resulting sectors should be able to
match or exceed that of the current sectors to be valid. Since the purpose of the
TDAC algorithm is to dynamically allocate sectors for future scenarios, matching
current performance while using the same data will be su cient to determine the
algorithm’s validity. These values will then be used as a baseline to evaluate the
algorithm generated sectors for simulated data.
Currently, there are few methods available to analyze the performance of the ter-
minal airspace. The e ciency of the airspace is commonly determined by measuring
flight delays [33]. However, the information needed to identify delays are not present
in the data available for the sector design algorithm. To measure delays, it would
be necessary to load the sector designs and routes into an air tra c simulation pro-
gram and run that repeatedly. However, this method has some intrinsic di culties
that would have to be overcome. Besides the problems with incorporating the sector
designs into the program, the largest issue is that it would be di cult to determine
the portion of ine ciency caused solely by the sector design. Since a portion of the
e ciency comes from the route design, if the two components cannot be separated,
meaningful data would be di cult to extract.
To overcome this obstacle, the sectors will be evaluated using a series of metrics
that have been modified from existing parameters used in the en route airspace. First,
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a method to evaluate sector capacity will be developed based on the idea of Monitor
Alert Parameter (MAP). Next, multiple dynamic density calculations, adjusted for
the terminal airspace, will be performed to give a numerical representation of con-
troller workload. Finally, other parameters key to terminal airspace performance,
such as sector crossings and tra c containment, o↵er important insights into the
performance of the sectors. Each of these methods will be discussed in detail in the
subsequent sections. For simplicity, the scenario shown in the following examples will
use the A80 data previously implemented in Chapter 4. The current sectors evalu-
ated are for the ATL airport arrivals in the east configuration, shown in Figure 5.1.
While these sectors typically consist of many smaller subsectors with varying altitude
ranges, for the purposes of 2D comparison they will be merged into the four larger
sectors.
Figure 5.1.: Current sector boundaries for ATL east configuration
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5.1.1 Estimation of Sector Capacity
A major cause of delay in the NAS is overworked sectors. In these scenarios, there
are more aircraft attempting to use a sector than the air tra c control sta↵ is capable
of safely handling. To prevent this, controllers will place aircraft in holding patterns
or prevent flights from taking-o↵ until the excess tra c demand is alleviated.
Monitor Alert Parameters
Every sector has a set capacity that it is permitted to operate at which is deter-
mined by the properties of the air tra c through it. In the en route airspace, the
most common measure of capacity is known as the Monitor Alert Parameter (MAP).
Under this construct, each sector is assigned a baseline capacity based on the average
time flights take to pass through it. This value can be adjusted ±3 as desired by
ATC to meet the specific properties of each particular airspace [34]. Table 5.1 shows
the scale commonly used for MAP values.











Table 5.1: Baseline MAP values determined by FAA [34]
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Since MAP values are typically reserved for the en route airspace, it is necessary
to prove its applicability to the terminal airspace. To accomplish this, the average
flight time in sector and corresponding tra c density are found and recorded. For
the east configuration of ATL, sixteen scenarios are tested, one of which is shown in
Figure 5.2. In this case, the scenario was divided into 22 blocks of 15 minutes, and
the average time per flight and tra c count are recorded over these intervals. These
points can be plotted alongside the baseline MAP value to compare each sector’s
performance. It can be observed that the majority of the tra c data lies beneath
the baseline MAP function. When tested with the other scenarios, the same e↵ect
is seen in all cases. This confirms that the MAP value can be used successfully in
the terminal airspace. This e↵ect is shown in Figure 5.3, which shows only two MAP
violations for the average values of each scenario.

























Figure 5.2.: Example of tra c performance compared to MAP value
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Figure 5.3.: Average tra c performance of 16 scenarios compared to MAP value
Capacity Violations
The purpose of the MAP value is to give a limit of allowed tra c in each sector.
When this value is exceeded, controllers must delay further tra c from entering the
sector for safety concerns. The MAP value assigned to each sector is typically de-
termined by analyzing the performance of the previous week’s tra c. Since the data
sets used in this paper are taken over the course of a week, the MAP value for each
data set is allocated according to the ceiling of the average flight time in each sector.
Table 5.2 shows the values used for the ATL sectors.
Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4
Avg. flight time 6.04 5.96 6.23 5.94
MAP value 12 10 12 10
Table 5.2: Baseline capacity for ATL sectors based on MAP values
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With each fifteen minute interval assigned a capacity value, the number of vi-
olations can be determined. To calculate these violations, the tra c scenario will
be scanned in 30 second blocks for unique aircraft in each sector. If the number of
aircraft exceed the given capacity, the time data for each flight will be compared to
confirm the violation and determine its length. Of teh scenarios tested, only one
resulted in capacity violations. The results of this scenario can be seen in Figures 5.4
and 5.5.
The first plot shows that for the given set of data, there are very few MAP
violations. Only seven flights, less than 5% of the total tra c, violated the given
sector capacity. All of these occurred in sector four, which confirms the observation
from the flight data that it is the busiest sector. Figure 5.4b shows the average tra c
density and its standard deviation. Only the error bars for sector four approach the
map value. This shows that while the tra c spends a good amount of time in each
sector, the flights are separated by enough time to prevent excessive crowding. The
total violation time is less than 20 seconds, so the interference is trivial on overall
operations in this three hour long scenario.





















(a) Total number of violations





















(b) Average tra c density with deviation
Figure 5.4.: Number of capacity violations for eight intervals for current ATL sectors
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(a) Total duration of violations

























(b) Average duration of violations
Figure 5.5.: Duration of capacity violations over eight intervals for current ATL
sectors
5.1.2 Dynamic Density Calculations
Simple metrics such as tra c density, sector volume and others are frequently
used to estimate controller workload. [35] These factors can provide valuable insight
into the operation of the sectors, but cannot give a complete picture of the terminal
airspace e ciency. The di↵erent values work not only independently, but can combine
to either alleviate or aggregate the controller workload.
To give a more complete view of controller workload, researchers have developed
the dynamic density metric. Dynamic density is used to combine all relevant variables
into a single metric to evaluate the air tra c complexity. Common parameters,
including both sector and tra c characteristics, are assigned weights and added into
a single measure. [36]
Despite the clean way in which dynamic density presents sector complexity, there
are many ways to develop it. Di↵erent researchers have unique needs or interests
that need to be considered. There are also discrepancies in how important di↵erent
factors are for each purpose, leading to di↵erent weighting. For these reasons, the
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FAA coordinated a large e↵ort across several organizations to develop measures of
dynamic density without duplicating e↵orts [37]. The following sections will describe
four di↵erent ways in which dynamic density is calculated. Since dynamic density is
typically used for the en route airspace, each method must be adapted for use with
the terminal airspace. Through evaluation for real tra c data, the importance of
each component of the dynamic density method will be evaluated for its usefulness
to the terminal airspace.
William J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC) Metric
The first measure of dynamic density explored was developed through cooperation
by the FAA and Titan Systems. The variables used in this calculation are presented
in Table 5.3. From this list, three metrics were removed from consideration due to the
capabilities of our analysis. The convergence recognition and separation criticality
index values would have been a↵ected by the air tra c controllers or the simulation
software during the flight. Since the e↵ect of the controller is not measurable from
the data available for sector design, these factors are not considered. Likewise, the
degrees of freedom index must also be determined in real-time. The following sections
will describe the other metrics and their e↵ect on dynamic density. For the purposes
of this evaluation the 2D area is being considered, so the sector volume metric will
be replaced with sector area.
Once the variables are defined, each one is assigned a weight, Wi, which will
be used in the computation of the dynamic density value. These weights, listed in
Table 5.4, are chosen based on the importance of each value in the determination of
the airspace complexity. With input from past studies, these weights are set to both
signify the importance between variables and ensure the inputs are on the same order
of magnitude. The dynamic density of each sector, n, can then be found using the
equation:
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Dn = W1AD1n +W2AD2n +W3CTI1n +W4CTI2n +W5CTI2 +W6SA1n (5.1)
Variable Name Abbreviation Description Used
Aircraft density 1
AD1 Number of aircraft in
considered airspace volume X




Separation criticality index SCI Measures aircraft separation
Degrees of freedom index
DOFI Number of maneuver
options for conflict avoidance
Coordination taskload index 1 CTI1 Time to Sector boundary X
Coordination taskload index 2
CTI2 Time to Sector boundary
(di↵erent formula from CTI1) X
Sector Volume SV Sector Volume X
Square of aircraft count ACSQ Square of aircraft count X
Table 5.3: Variables used in WJHTC dynamic density calculation. Marked variables
will be used to evaluate the sector design algorithm [37,38]
Variable AD1 AD2 CTI1 CTI2 SA ACSQ
Weight 30 4.84 0.0150 0.0060 1.6 2.63e-05
Table 5.4: Variable weights used in modified WJHTC dynamic density calculation [37]
Aircraft Density : AD1 & AD2 The first factor to consider is the density of
the aircraft in both the sector and overall airspace. Using the methods described in
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computing airspace capacity, the number of aircraft in each sector is easily computed.
Next the area of the sector in question and the total airspace are calculated. By
obtaining the ratio of the flights to each area, a total density is obtained. These
values are useful in determining the room allowable for flights to be moved. The
more space available in a sector per flight, the easier it is for controllers to redirect
flights as needed. For the current scenario, the aircraft density data is presented in
Table 5.5.
AD1 AD2
Sector 1 0.014 0.116
Sector 2 0.00613 0.0806
Sector 3 0.00566 0.069
Sector 4 0.0145 0.137
Table 5.5: Example aircraft density variables for ATL
Coordination Taskload Indices : CTI1 & CTI2 The coordination taskload in-
dices are variables used to measure the necessary cooperation of controllers in neigh-
boring sectors. When an aircraft crosses between sectors, controllers are required to
hando↵ the flight to di↵erent controllers in charge of the new sector. This creates an
ine ciency, and possibly confusion, that will be discussed in more detail in Chap-
ter 5.1.3. While the actual hando↵ causes its own complexity, these variables measure
the workload associated with planning the transfer.
As an aircraft passes through a sector, controllers in the current and destination
sectors must collaborate to ensure the safe travel of the flight. When an aircraft is far
away from the sector boundary (SB), the controllers have less workload than when the
flights are close to the boundary. Furthermore, the controllers have to complete the
transfer coordination by the Coordination Completion Point (CCP) which typically
rests 2.5 miles from the sector boundary. The coordination taskload indices measure
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the time the flight travels to reach each of these points. The equations used for these
variables can be described as [38]
CTI1 =
X 1
tCPP + (tSB   tCPP )2 (5.2)
CTI2 =
X
(T   tSB)2 (5.3)
where tSB and tCPP are the time required to reach the sector boundary and Co-
ordination Completion Point, respectively. T is a generic time used to measure the
urgency of coordination. In the enroute airspace T = 10 and aircraft less than 10
minutes from the border are considered. Since most flights in the terminal airspace
spend an average of approximately 10 minutes in a sector, this value reduced to 5
minutes. An initial test of these variables gives the values shown in Table 5.6. The
values for CTI1 and CTI2 are both zero for Sector 1 because the flights that are in
the sector never cross into other sectors in this scenario.
CTI1 CTI2
Sector 1 0 0
Sector 2 6.30 18.18
Sector 3 7.51 15.47
Sector 4 12.66 24.72
Table 5.6: Example aircraft density variables for ATL
Example WJHTC Dynamic Density Calculation With the above variables
calculated, as well as the easily calculated sector areas and number of aircraft, the
dynamic density of the airspace can be calculated using the WJHTC parameters. The
result is shown in Table 5.11. The values found show the relative complexity of each
sector.
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AD1 AD2 CTI1 CTI2 SA ACSQ Dynamic Density
Sector 1 0.41 0.52 0.00 0.00 0.41 0.20 1.52
Sector 2 0.18 0.38 0.31 0.36 0.26 0.04 1.55
Sector 3 0.17 0.37 0.38 0.31 0.28 0.03 1.54
Sector 4 0.43 0.66 0.63 0.49 0.37 0.22 2.81
Table 5.7: Example WJHTC dynamic density calculation
From these initial results, it can be seen that the most complex tra c for this
metric is held in Sector 4. The high tra c density in this sector requires more work
from the controllers. While Sector 1 has similarly high tra c density, the fact that
there are no flights crossing to other sectors in this scenario eliminates all coordination
workload. This result is contrary to expectations, as viewing the tra c patterns
would suggest that it would have a higher complexity. This measure has shown the
importance of minimizing the number of sector crossings to reducing sector workload.
NASA Metric I
The first dynamic density measure created by NASA uses many more metrics than
the others, but most are repeated values for di↵erent directions. These parameters
are listed in Table 5.8. In this calculation, C5 through C13 are not considered in
the dynamic density equation. C5-C10 and C11-C13 concern the spatial proximity
of aircraft and the time until a predicted conflict between flights. These values are
useful for analyzing tra c performance in real time, as it measures how much work
controllers have to do to avoid hazards. However, for the purpose of this evaluation
these factors are not e↵ected by sector design and may be omitted from this study.
The following sections detail the variables that will be used in this calculation.
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Variable Name Abbreviation Description Used
Aircraft Count C1-C4 Number of aircraft in sector X
Aircraft Proximity C5-C10 Relative location of aircraft
Time to Conflict C11-C13 Time until conflict between aircraft
Speed Variance C14 Measure of speeds in sector X
Speed Complexity C15 Comparison of average speed and deviations X
Table 5.8: Variables used in NASA I dynamic density calculation. Marked variables
will be used to evaluate the sector design algorithm [37,39]
Normalized Tra c Density : C1 The first group of variables are a count of the
airspace in a sector normalized by its maximum allowable value, which corresponds
to its MAP value. The four measures are:
• C1: Total aircraft in sector
• C2: Ascending aircraft in sector
• C3: Cruising aircraft in sector
• C4: Descending aircraft in sector
Due to the properties of the terminal airspace, there are no aircraft in cruise so C3
can immediately be eliminated. Ascending and descending aircraft would correspond
to departure and arrival aircraft, respectively. However, since arrival and departure
flights must be confined to their designated sectors in the terminal airspace, only one
of these values are used for a given evaluation. Further, since only one type is in a
sector, only C1, the total number of aircraft in the sector, is necessary. Therefore,






where N is the total number of aircraft in the sector and NMAP is the maximum
capacity value given by the MAP parameter.
Speed Variance : C14 & C15 In air tra c control, conformity in tra c behavior
allows for easier management of flights. The airspeed of an aircraft determines the
rate at which controllers have to make decisions on how to accommodate flights. If
all flights are moving at the same rate, conflicts are easily avoided. However, if there
are large variances in speed between flights, more care must be taken to prevent
conflicts before they happen. This extra e↵ort required by the controller increases
the workload of the sector. To account for this e↵ect, this dynamic density method
uses two variables to measure speed complexity. The first measures the variance of
the aircraft speeds in the sector, given by Equation 5.5. The second, Equation 5.6 is





i=1(Vi   V¯ )2






Sector 1 6380.67 0.04
Sector 2 2368.66 0.12
Sector 3 1791.29 0.16
Sector 4 5045.37 0.04
Table 5.9: Example speed variance variables for ATL
Example NASA I Dynamic Density Calculation With the parameters defined,
the dynamic density equation is again formed as the linear combination of the various
metrics multiplied by a weight, shown in Equation 5.8. The weights can be found in
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Table 5.10. While this simplified equation is not as complicated as others, it gives
a valuable perspective on the e↵ect of used capacity and airspeed not found in the
other measures.
Dn = W1C1n +W2C14n +W3C15n (5.7)
Variable C1 C14 C15
Weight 0.022 0.00001 1.61
Table 5.10: Variable weighting used in modified NASA I dynamic density calculation
Variable C1 C14 C15 Dynamic Density
Sector 1 0.16 0.075 0.06 0.97
Sector 2 0.08 0.028 0.19 0.56
Sector 3 0.06 0.021 0.26 0.53
Sector 4 0.20 0.060 0.07 0.86
Table 5.11: Example NASA I dynamic density calculation
The results for this metric show that Sectors 1 and 4 have the most complex tra c
patterns. As shown previously, these sectors contain twice the tra c as the others,
so the value for C1 is double in these sectors. More significant are the properties of
the flight speeds in each sector. Since Sectors 1 and 4 contain the airport, arriving
aircraft are constantly descending throughout the entire sector. Sectors 2 and 3
contain a smaller portion of the tra c, and thus have a smaller variance of aircraft
speeds inside them. This large variance pushes the dynamic density scores to properly
identify the sector complexity for this metric.
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NASA Metric II
The second NASA dynamic density calculation uses more information on the flight
characteristics than the others. These variables are listed in Table 5.12. This measure
relies on some metrics that have been previously discussed, including tra c density
and speed change. Due to the properties of the terminal airspace, the altitude change
parameter will be neglected since every aircraft in the terminal airspace experiences
significant changes in altitude. As before, the aircraft separation components will not
be used as they do not contribute directly to sector geometry.
The new parameter used in this measurement is the heading change value. This
metric counts the number of significant changes in the heading of flights in each
sector. While turning is a common occurrence, especially in the terminal airspace,
they need to be carefully planned and monitored by controllers to ensure the safety
and accuracy of the flight path. This results in added complexity to the sector based
on how many large turns occur inside of it.
Variable Name Abbreviation Description Used
Tra c Density N Tra c Density X
Heading Change
NH Number of aircraft with
heading change greater than 15  X
Speed Change
NS Number of aircraft with
speed change greater than 10 kn X
Altitude Change
NA Number of aircraft with
speed change greater than 750
Aircraft Separation S5,10,25,40,70 Aircraft Separation variables
Table 5.12: Variables used in NASA II dynamic density calculation. Marked variables
will be used to evaluate the sector design algorithm [37,40]
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Additionally, the NS parameter will be changed to better fit the properties of
the terminal airspace. Since all aircraft experience a velocity change greater than 10
knots during takeo↵ and landing, the parameter is useless as described. Instead, we
will evaluate the number of instances where the aircraft’s speed changes more than
20 knots per nautical mile, which exceeds typical values for landing. [41] This will
observe the number of extreme speed changes the controllers have to manage, which
is more di cult to control than steadily accelerating aircraft.
Example NASA II Dynamic Density Calculation Using these variables, the
dynamic density can be calculated with the equation
Dn = W1Nn +W2NHn +W3NSn (5.8)
where the weights are defined in Table 5.13
Variable N NH NS
Weight 1 0.024 0.0245
Table 5.13: Variable weights used in modified NASA II dynamic density calculation
[40]
Using these values, the dynamic density in the example problem can be found.
The results of this calculation are shown in Table 5.14. Again, Sectors 1 and 4 are
shown to have the greatest complexity, nearly four times greater than the other two
sectors. Because sectors in the current sectorization contain the airport they contain
the largest number of large heading changes as the aircraft turn to land. These sectors
also contain the largest decreases in speed, as the aircraft stop at the airport. For
these reasons, it should be expected that the sectors containing the airport will always
have the largest values for this dynamic density calculation.
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Variable N NH NS Dynamic Density
Sector 1 87 147.62 169.32 403.94
Sector 2 39 40.73 32.14 111.87
Sector 3 36 39.38 30.21 105.59
Sector 4 92 131.66 166.97 390.63
Table 5.14: Example NASA II dynamic density calculation
Metron Aviation Metric
The final dynamic density method was designed by Metron Aviation, formerly
Wyndemere Inc. This metric uses many of the formerly descibed parameters, with
some additional factors that make this method indicative of the overall sector geom-
etry. The variables used are listed in Table 5.15. As used previously, this method
incorporates tra c density, sector volume and heading changes into its equation. The
parameters for flight conflicts and altitude changes are removed from consideration.
Additionally, the parameter to compare the centerline of the sector to the heading
is ignored. While this value is important in the more uniform sector geometries of
the en route airspace, the terminal sectors used here are not uniform enough for the
centerline to be representative of the overall shape. This leaves one new value to be
computed.
The WBPROC parameter is the number of aircraft that are within a threshold of
the sector boundary. While the air tra c controllers are organizing tra c, it is bene-
ficial to have the maximum amount of space possible to redistribute tra c. As flights
approach the sector border, the controller loses some of the freedom to maneuver
them. This e↵ectively increases the complexity of the sector, as the controller has to
work harder to ensure the safety of the aircraft. In the en route airspace, this value is
given as ten miles. Considering that the average sector in the terminal airspace is less
than twelve miles wide, this value is insu cient. For our calculations, the threshold
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Variable Name Abbreviation Description Used
Aircraft Count WACT Aircraft count X
Aircraft Density WDEN Aircraft density X
Aircraft Separation WCLAP Aircraft separation
Conflict Angle WCONVANG Angle between conflicting aircraft
Conflicting Flights WCONFLICTNBRS Aircraft close to conflict
Conflicts Near Boundary
WCONFBOUND1 Number of conflicts
close to sector boundary
Altitude Changes WALC Number of altitude changes
Bearing Changes WHEADVAR Number of heading changes X
Aircraft Near Boundary
WBPROC Number of aircraft
near sector boundary X
Geometric Conformity
WASP Squared di↵erence between
heading and major axis of sector
Table 5.15: Variables used in Metron dynamic density calculation. Marked variables
will be used to evaluate the sector design algorithm [37,42]
is reduced to four miles, which is double the minimum distance set. This will capture
situations where an aircraft nears the beginning of the bu↵er space.
Example Metron Dynamic Density Calculation From these parameters, the
dynamic density can be calculated with the following equation
Dn = W1 ⇥WACTn +W2 ⇥WDENn +W3 ⇥WHEADV ARn
+W4 ⇥WBPROCn
(5.9)
where the weights are defined in Table 5.16.
Using these values, the dynamic density in the example problem can be found.
The results of this calculation are shown in Table 5.17. As this value contains elements
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Variable WACT WDEN WHEADVAR WBPROC
Weight 0.00161 1.68 0.000039 0.000112
Table 5.16: Variable weights used in modified Metron dynamic density calculation [42]
of the other three metrics, it should be no surprise that Sectors 1 and 4 again show
the largest tra c complexity. These sectors have the largest values of aircraft count,
density, and heading changes. The number of aircraft close to the sector border is
also considerably larger in this scenario.
Variable WACT WDEN WHEADVAR WBPROC Dynamic Density
Sector 1 0.14 0.19 0.24 0.15 0.73
Sector 2 0.06 0.14 0.07 0.00 0.26
Sector 3 0.06 0.12 0.06 0.08 0.32
Sector 4 0.15 0.23 0.21 0.33 0.92
Table 5.17: Example Metron dynamic density calculation
5.1.3 Independent Metrics
The previously described metrics were built upon underlying principals that were
used to determine properties of the airspace. However, the components used to de-
velop these metrics provide insight into the sector function as well. For this reason,
some of the more important factors will be evaluated independently of the larger met-




The number of aircraft in each sector has a direct e↵ect on the workload on air
tra c controllers. A serious concern in the terminal airspace is the distribution of
this tra c amongst controllers. In the east configuration, the majority of the flights
are contained in the eastern sectors, as shown in Figure 5.6, which contain the airport
and turning aircraft. The wide di↵erence in the distribution of tra c result in certain
sectors having a much higher workload than others. A goal of the algorithm generated
sectors is to better distribute tra c workload between sectors.





















Figure 5.6.: Example tra c distribution across current ATL sectors
Flight Time in Sector
As previously described, the amount of time each aircraft spends in a sector
has significant impacts on the controller workload. By e ciently channeling air-
craft through the sector, controllers can prevent running over their sector’s capacity.
Figure 5.7, shows the average flight time in each sector for a scenario in ATL. As with
tra c density, a large di↵erence can be observed between eastern and western sec-
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tors. By redistributing this value, algorithm generated sectors can better distribute
the workload on the controllers.























Figure 5.7.: Example average flight time across current ATL sectors
Sector Crossings
Every time an aircraft passes between two sectors the flight must be handed o↵
between controllers. This increases the coordination workload required by ATC. In
the terminal airspace, this workload can be exacerbated by flights crossing the same
boundary multiple times in quick succession. This often occurs with aircraft that turn
to land on arrival. The rapid changes add complexity and confusion to the controller’s
already stressful job. To avoid this, the algorithm generated sectors are designed to
attempt to minimize the number of sector crossings. Figure 5.8 shows the number
of sector crossings for a single scenario. Due to the terminal aircraft properties, the
ideal number of sector crossings should be zero or one. By reducing the number of





















Figure 5.8.: Example sector crossings between current ATL sectors
Tra c Containment
The most important consideration of the sector geometry is how well the sectors
fit the overall tra c flow. While the sectors are designed for this purpose, in real
applications, controllers may break convention for safety or other reasons. An example
of this with the current sectors is shown in Figure 5.9. Despite the overall tra c
patterns fitting inside of the defined sectors, a noticeable number spend at least some
time outside of the sector boundaries.
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Figure 5.9.: Current ATL sectors with disorganized tra c patterns
To measure this e↵ect, the containment of tra c will be directly computed for
each scenario. To accomplish this, the number of flights that fly outside of the sector
boundaries and the total time spent out of the sectors will be calculated. Table 5.18
shows these values calculated for the scenario shown in Figure 5.9. In this scenario,
22 flights exit the sector boundaries at various points. While only a small portion of
the overall tra c, they combine for a total of 35 minutes of aircraft flying outside of
the sectors. By observing these ine ciencies, the flexibility of the sector boundaries
can be determined.
Flights % of Total Total Time (min) % of Total Average Time (sec)
22 6.16 35.36 2.44 94.45
Table 5.18: Data for out of sector flights for scenario in Figure 5.9
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E↵ectiveness of Vertical Sectorization
Despite a key component of the sectorization of the terminal airspace being the
vertical profile of the sectors, most of the possible metrics relate to the two dimen-
sional airspace. Since the overall shape of the airspace is more important than the
altitude bounds, current research tends to focus strictly on the horizontal movements
of aircraft in the sectors. Due to this, the vertical limits of the airspace will be judged
on how well they contain the tra c in the vertical profile of the sectors.
Figure 5.10 shows the current A80 west sectors in three dimensions. It can be seen
that the overall sector is divided into many subsectors, each with its own altitude
limits. This creates an accurate altitude profile to follow all aircraft during their
flights. As described in Chapter 4, the sector-design algorithm produces two vertical
subsectors for each sector, creating high and low altitude sectors with individually
assigned altitude ranges, shown in Figure 5.11. Operating in this fashion simplifies
the result for the Terminal Flow Algorithm. Because of the di↵erences in structure,
the current and algorithm generated vertical sectorizations of the airspace cannot be
directly compared.
Figure 5.10.: Current vertical sectorization of the A80 airspace
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Figure 5.11.: Algorithm generated vertical sectorization of the A80 airspace
Because most of the sector e↵ectiveness is calculated in the two dimensional view,
the most important aspect of the vertical sectorization is to ensure the containment
of the tra c. Using previously described methods, the frequency and duration of
flights that are inside the 2D sector but outside the altitude ranges will be calculated.
This will indicate how well the sectors calculated the full range of tra c motion.
Additionally, the number of instances where aircraft are within 500 feet of the vertical
boundary will be recorded. As in two dimensions, flights that travel close to the sector
boundaries require more focus than aircraft in the middle of the sectors, thereby
increasing the workload on controllers.
Methodology of Evaluation
The following method will be used to validate the sector design algorithm. The
algorithm will generate four sectors using consecutive portions of a twelve hour block
of time. These sectors will be compared directly to the current sectors to determine
improvements. The e↵ect of the length of time used in sector generation can also
be observed. Next, the algorithm will generate sectors over the course of a day with
varying lengths. This will demonstrate the value of dynamic airspace configuration
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by showing improvements with frequent updates. Finally, the algorithm will be used
to generate results for simulated data to show its applicability to future scenarios.
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5.2 Sector Design Algorithm Validation Results
With the appropriate metrics defined, the sector design algorithm is tested for
multiple scenarios for both real and simulated tra c data. The following sections
will describe the results for the various scenarios such that an overall conclusion can
be reached on the validity of the algorithm results.
The algorithm will first be validated using real tra c data and routes from current
NAS operations. Using a number of di↵erent scenarios for each airport and config-
uration, each of the metrics described in Chapter 5.1 will be used to determine the
performance and flexibility of the algorithm generated sectors. For the algorithm to
be successful, the results should be comparable to those produced with the current
sectors. This will ensure that algorithm can at least replicate, if not improve, current
NAS functionality.
5.2.1 Benefit Analysis of ATL Sectorization
The first airport evaluated will be the Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International
Airport (ATL). This airport has four main operating configurations,
• Dual-departure East Configuration
• Dual-departure West Configuration
• Triple-departure East Configuration
• Triple-departure West Configuration
While the dual and triple departure configurations have some di↵erences, they are
nearly identical as far as the sector design algorithm is concerned. For this reason,
the configurations tested here will be the triple-departure configurations in both the
east and west direction. A comprehensive view of the ATL airport can be found in
APPENDIX A.1.
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ATL East-Flow Configuration Arrival Sectorization Results
For the east-flow configuration, the current and algorithm generated data is tested
with three scenarios with varying tra c properties. Figure 5.12 shows the current and
algorithm generated sectors used in this analysis. In this evaluation, four algorithm
generated sectors will be tested for their respective flight data. Each sector is built
on consecutive data in three hour blocks, spanning a total of twelve hours.
As explained in Chapter 5.1, airspace sectors consist of many small subsectors
with varying altitude ranges to fully define the airspace. Since the metrics used in
this analysis only require the 2D geometry of the sectors, each scenario was reduced
into its four main sectors.
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(a) Current sectors
(b) AG sectors for Scenario 1 (c) AG sectors for Scenario 2
(d) AG sectors for Scenario 3 (e) AG sectors for Scenario 4
Figure 5.12.: Current and algorithm generated ATL east configuration arrival sectors
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Comparison of Tra c Distribution First, the overall tra c distribution will be
analyzed for each sectorization. For each scenario, the maximum and average number
of flights in each sector is recorded in fifteen minute intervals, as standard for MAP
calculation. A goal of the algorithm generated sectors is to e ciently distribute con-
troller workload, so ideally the values found will be grouped closer together than those
of current sectors. Figure 5.13 shows the comparison between algorithm generated
and current sector tra c distribution for each scenario.
Every scenario tested showed a redistribution in tra c that increased the tra c
count in the western sectors, Sectors 2 and 3, while decreasing that in the eastern
sectors. In these cases, the eastern sectors are extended further than the current
sectors, capturing eastbound flights sooner, which increases the tra c. The change
in distribution indicates that the tra c distribution is more even across the sectors,
which better distributes the workload for air tra c control. While the change is
small, it shows that the algorithm can distribute tra c at least as well as the current
sectors, even when using data specifically designed for them.
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Figure 5.13.: Comparison of average flight count in sector
To confirm these results, the average flight time is measured for each sector and
scenario. The results are shown in Figure 5.14. The results are fairly significant
for every scenario but Scenario 2, which only shows a small improvement in time
distribution. The other results show increases of up to two minutes added to the
western sectors. While seeming small, that added time helps to take pressure o↵ of
the controllers working on the eastern sectors.
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Figure 5.14.: Comparison of average flight time in each sector
Comparison of Capacity Violations The tra c distribution data found in the
previous section can then be used to determine the Monitor Alert Parameter values
for the current sectorization. The average time each flight spends in a sector is deter-
mined from the data, shown in Figure 5.15. As expected from the tra c distribution,
the eastern sectors, Sectors 1 and 4, contain the largest flight time of the airspace,
averaging at over nine minutes per scenario. It can be observed that the average time
in each sector is consistent enough across each scenario, typically varying by less than
a single flight. This confirms that a single MAP value can be assigned for this entire
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sectorization. By rounding the average times, a MAP value is determined for each
sector using the standard FAA values, previously shown in Table 5.1. This standard
gives the MAP values to be used for this configuration, listed in Table 5.19.
























Figure 5.15.: Average flight time in each sector for current ATL east configuration
sectors over four scenarios
Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4
Average time in sector 9.2027 4.8920 4.9405 8.7449
MAP Value 15 8 8 15
Table 5.19: Baseline MAP values for ATL east configuration
Due to the extended period of time aircraft spend in the terminal airspace sectors,
particularly Sectors 1 and 4, the MAP values are quite large for the acceptable number
of aircraft in each sector. In fact, Figure 5.16 shows that with the deviation of tra c
in each sector, the current sectorization does not experience a single violation in any
scenario run. This result is likely a product of the aircraft being manipulated by
controllers to avoid violations, preventing it from showing in our data. This e↵ect
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is carried to the algorithm generated sectors, which did not experience a capacity
violation in any scenario. This suggests that the MAP value may be lowered if
necessary to operate the airspace more e ciently.
























Figure 5.16.: Average tra c density for current ATL sectors. The deviation for all
scenarios is less than the determined MAP values, preventing any violations.
Comparison of Dynamic Density The e↵ect of the tra c complexity has signif-
icant e↵ects on controller workload. Using the four previously described metrics for
dynamic density, various estimates of airspace complexity can be measured for each
sector in the current and algorithm generated sectors.
William J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC) Metric The first metric,
developed by the WJHTC, uses tra c parameters and intersector coordination to
determine the complexity of each sectorization. A comparison of each value for this
metric is shown in Figure 5.17.
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Figure 5.17.: Complexities of sectorizations using WJHTC dynamic density metric
From these figures it can be observed that the majority of ine ciency scores of
the algorithm generated is less than or equal to those of the current sectors. The
only area where the algorithm generated sectors consistently exceed the values of the
current sectors are in the sector area parameter, SA, which is intentionally inflated
in our results to ensure extra room for aircraft to maneuver. By computing the full
value of the dynamic density, shown in Figure 5.18, it can be seen that the majority
of the complexity values are fairly consistent between current and algorithm sectors.
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Figure 5.18.: WJHTC dynamic density metric
As previously mentioned, the largest discrepancy for this metric is the area of each
sector, which is inflated by the algorithm to add bu↵er space. To measure its e↵ect,
the area complexity is removed from the dynamic density calculation and displayed
in Figure 5.18. This result shows that if the area is removed from consideration, the
algorithm generated sectors are less complex in all but two cases. Additionally, the
di↵erence in complexity between the sectorizations increases, making the algorithm
generated sector tra c even more simple than the current sectors. As far as actual
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tra c performance is concerned, the algorithm generated sectors successfully reduce
the total amount of complexity in most sectors.
















































































Figure 5.19.: WJHTC dynamic density metric focused on tra c performance
NASA Metric I The first NASA metric evaluated emphasizes the changes of
aircraft speed in each sector. One of the simplest ways to manage complexity is by
limiting the aircraft speeds in each sector. This alleviates workload on the controllers
by simplifying the incoming tra c structure. When multiple aircraft are traveling at
di↵erent speeds, the controller must perform extra calculations to ensure that there is
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no conflict between the flights. The individual complexities calculated for this metric
are shown in Figure 5.21.
























































































Figure 5.20.: Complexities of sectorizations using NASA I dynamic density metric
From these results, it can be observed that the complexities of the algorithm
generated sectors are once again comparable to those of the current sectors. The
values for C14 are most likely to exceed the current values, indicating that the new
sector boundaries allow a higher variance of tra c speeds than the current sectors.
However, this appears to be balanced by the higher average speed, which is reducing
the algorithm complexity values in C15. The total dynamic density values, shown in
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Figure 5.21, show a slight overall reduction in complexity in nearly all sectors and
scenarios. This indicates a small, but noticeable, improvement in the management of
tra c parameters.
















































































Figure 5.21.: NASA I dynamic density metric
NASA Metric II The second NASA dynamic density metric focuses on the be-
havior of flights in each sector, counting the number of large heading or speed changes
experienced in each sector. These large changes require extra focus from controllers
to accurately and safely execute the maneuvers. Large heading changes usually indi-
cates the aircraft reaching a turning point, which requires the controller’s complete
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focus to guide the flight while avoiding other aircraft and maintaining proper head-
ing. The complexity of this method will change based on which sector contains these
turning points. The results, shown in Figure 5.22, show the redistribution of tra c
complexity.
























































































Figure 5.22.: Complexities of sectorizations using NASA II dynamic density metric
The results for this metric show that the balance of large speed and heading
changes is a zero-sum function. In Scenarios 1, 3 and 4, the speed and heading
changes in Sectors 1 and 4 are lower from the current sectorizations’s value since the
algorithm generated sectors absorb the loss into Sectors 2 and 3. This is simply due to
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the events being contained in new boundaries because of the di↵erent sectorizations.
In Scenario 2, the opposite occurs, because the eastern sectors take large heading
and altitude changes from the western sectors. Since the aircraft density is e↵ectively
the same in current and algorithm generated scenarios, this metric’s performance is
completely determined by the number of heading and speed changes.
Figure 5.23 shows the sum of the metric variables for each scenario. As expected,
the overall complexity showed the trade-o↵ in complexity between east and west
sectors due to the new sector boundaries. This result indicates a balancing of workload
between the eastern and western sectors, moving the complexity of each group closer
together. While the change is slight, future work may increase this e↵ect, allowing
for more consistent workload distribution between sectors.
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Figure 5.23.: NASA II dynamic density metric
Metron Metric This final dynamic density metric uses data included in the other
methods, such as density and heading changes, and modifies them slightly for the
current task. Additionally, it introduces a variable that counts the number of in-
stances that an aircraft is too close to the sector boundary. Since this behavior limits
the maneuverability of the aircraft, the controllers must work harder to ensure their
safety. For this reason the algorithm automatically adds a bu↵er in an attempt to
avoid this behavior.
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The results in Figure 5.24 show that in all scenarios, the values for most dynamic
density variables for algorithm generated sectors are less than or equal to those of
the current sectorization. Of particular note is the WBPROC, which falls below
the current sector value in many instances. This shows that the bu↵er set by the
algorithm successfully lowers tra c complexity to some extent.












































































Figure 5.24.: Complexities of sectorizations using Metron dynamic density metric
The total Metron dynamic density calculation is shown in Figure 5.25. The results
show some of significant decreases in complexity across most scenarios and sectors.
The two biggest changes were theWBPROC andWDEN variables, which were usually
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lower than the current sectors due to the increased volume of the algorithm generated
sectors.








































































Figure 5.25.: Metron dynamic density metric
Total Dynamic Density Calculations With the four individual methods for
calculating dynamic density completed, it is now possible to combine the results to
achieve an overall value for the complexity of each sector. This will compile the
previous results into values that can be used to analyze all contributing elements of
sector complexity. By normalizing the scores for each result and linearly combining
them, a full score can be created with each metric contributing equally. This result is
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shown in Figure 5.26. From the given plots, it is apparent that in every scenario the
overall complexity of the arrival airspace decreases when compared to values obtained
with the current sectors. While in some cases the decrease is small, the consistent
reduction shows that the sector design algorithm is producing sectors that are better
equipped for the given tra c than the current static sectorization.
































































































Figure 5.26.: Total dynamic density values
Comparison of Sector Crossings The number of sector crossings is one of the
core elements to determine how well the sectors fit the tra c data. Since the sector
design algorithm is explicitly set to minimize the number of sector crossings, the
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results should be less than or equal to the number of sector crossings for the current
sectorizations. Figure 5.27 confirms that the number of sector crossings between the
current and algorithm generated sectors is nearly identical in both cases, typically









































































Figure 5.27.: Number of sector crossings
While the algorithm would be expected to be superior, one must remember two
main factors that determine the number of sector crossings. The first is the way
the sectors are established, which results in the airport being fully enclosed in two
sectors. This guarantees a set number of crossings that cannot be avoided. The
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second is the controller bias present in the real tra c data used. The controllers are
aware of the sector boundaries and are actively working to keep the tra c contained
in a single sector. For this reason, autonomously replicating the e↵ect of human
intervention proves that the algorithm is capable of minimizing sector crossings in
future scenarios.
Comparison of Tra c Containment Finally, the e↵ectiveness of the sectors for
containing tra c is determined. While the inner boundaries have flexibility with
where they are placed, the outer boundaries must contain as much tra c as possible.
By minimizing the amount of flights that fly outside of the defined sectors, the sector
design algorithm assures that all flights are accounted for. Figure 5.28a shows the
number of flights that are outside the sector boundaries at some point in transit. It
can be observed that in all cases, each algorithm generated sector has an equal or
lower number of out-of-sector flights. Additionally, Figure 5.28b shows significant
decreases in the amount of time flights in each scenario are outside of the sector
boundaries. In many cases, the results for the algorithm generated sectors are less
than half of the current sectors. These metrics confirm that the algorithm generated
sectors are much more capable of tra c containment. However, the overall time spent
out of sectors is insignificant in these cases, combining for less than five minutes of
a three hour timespan. While the improvement is noteworthy, further testing will be
needed to show the extent of its benefit.
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(a) Total number of flights outside of sector
boundaries





























(b) Total time spent outside of sector bound-
aries
Figure 5.28.: Total number of flights and time outside of sector boundaries for each
sectorization
E↵ectiveness of Vertical Sectorization Since the main factor separating the ter-
minal airspace from the en route airspace is large vertical movements, it is important
to consider the e↵ects of the vertical sectorization on the airspace. However, most
metrics are primarily concerned with the two dimensional view of the sectors. With
the previous e↵orts determining the e↵ectiveness of the sectors, the only portion left
to consider for the vertical sectorization is to ensure that the tra c is contained in
all three dimensions.
For the ATL east configuration, each algorithm generated sector was tested with
three dimensional tra c data. This was used to determine the number of flights that
exited the vertical bounds of the containing sectors and the amount of tra c flying
close to these limits. Due to the algorithm creating a bu↵er region, all tra c for each
scenario is fully contained in the sectors. Besides the initial descent into the sector,
the vertical bu↵er prevents tra c from flying too close to the vertical boundaries.
This performance confirms the basic objective of the sector design algorithm, to
contain the given tra c. Figures 5.29 to 5.32 show this containment in two and
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three dimensions. It should be noted that peaks in the 3D flight paths are caused by
errors in the given data. The sector design algorithm is not a↵ected by this issue.
Further, tra c above the considered region, in this case FL150, are omitted from the
sectorization algorithm but are present in the plots for completeness.
Figure 5.29.: Algorithm generated sectors for ATL East Scenario 1
Figure 5.30.: Algorithm generated sectors for ATL East Scenario 2
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Figure 5.31.: Algorithm generated sectors for ATL East Scenario 3
Figure 5.32.: Algorithm generated sectors for ATL East Scenario 4
ATL East-Flow Configuration Departure Sectorization Results
A key goal in the development of the arrival sectors is the allocation of large
amounts of airspace to the departure sectors. Since departure flights tend to leave
the terminal airspace in a more broad pattern than observed in arrival flights, the
departures should be given as much area as possible to ensure safe and e cient
operation.
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Because algorithm generated departure sectors are the compliment of arrival sec-
tors, their build is determined more by heuristic methods than the analytical and
mathematic functions used to determine arrival sector boundaries. For this reason,
traditional methods of analysis are di cult to apply to these sectors. To overcome
this di culty, the e↵ectiveness of the departure sectors will be determined by the
containment of the air tra c. Despite being developed in a more ad-hoc fashion, the
algorithm generated departure sectors are still expected to perform as well or better
than the current sectoriztions. The departure sectors considered for this configuration
are shown in Figure 5.35
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(a) Current sectorization (b) Scenario 1
(c) Scenario 2 (d) Scenario 3
Figure 5.33.: Current and algorithm generated ATL east configuration departure
sectors
From these figures, it can be seen that the departure airspace consists of a much
larger area than the arrival airspace. It is also notable that the algorithm generated
sectors are more detailed as they follow the flow of tra c, unlike the current sectors
which consist of a single block of area. Despite the more complex geometry, the
algorithm generated departure sectors succeed in increasing the area of the departure
airspace, as shown in Figure 5.34, in one instance by almost 1,000 nmi2. This increase
allows more freedom in departing flight paths without impeding on arrival airspace.
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Figure 5.34.: Departure sectors considered for analysis of ATL east-flow configuration
It is now necessary to test the containment of the departing flights, as it is the
most important feature of the departure sectors. Figure 5.35 shows the number of
flights that leave the sectors in each scenario and the corresponding duration. It can
be seen that the algorithm generated sectors cut the number of flights that leave the
sectorization in half for each scenario. However, the decrease in total time spent out-
side of the sectors is significantly smaller. This indicates that the algorithm generated
sectors are better defined to avoid aircraft temporarily leaving the boundaries, while
each sectorization is equally e↵ected by a number of flights with more significant er-
rors. Still, the elimination of the number of a↵ected aircraft shows that the algorithm





























































(b) Total time out of sectors
Figure 5.35.: Number and duration of flights outside of sector boundaries
ATL West-Flow Configuration Arrival Sectorization Results
The next configuration tested is the west-flow configuration for ATL, whose sec-
torizations are shown in Figure 5.36. The current and algorithm generated sectors
for this configuration is similar to the previously discussed eastern configuration, but
mirrored about the airport. As before, this configuration will be analyzed for sectors
generated with three hours of tra c data.
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(a) Current sectorization (b) Scenario 1
(c) Scenario 2
Figure 5.36.: Current and algorithm generated ATL west configuration arrival sectors
Comparison of Tra c Distribution The first step in analyzing the sector per-
formance is to view the tra c distribution of each sectorization. Figure 5.37 shows
that the tra c is normalizing between the western sectors, Sectors 1 and 4, and the
eastern sectors, Sectors 2 and 3. The new sectorization redistributes the tra c such
that the eastern sectors handle more of the tra c, which helps to even the workload
between eastern and western sectors. Additionally, the tra c variance for each sector
is reduced in the algorithm generated sectorizations, giving the controllers a more
consistent work flow. This e↵ect is confirmed by observing the average flight time in
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each sector, shown in Figure 5.38 which is also redistributed to create a more even
workload distribution.














































Figure 5.37.: Comparison of average flight count in each sector














































Figure 5.38.: Comparison of average flight time in each sector
Comparison of Capacity Violations Using the average time flights spend in each
sector, taken in 15 minute intervals, it is possible to determine the MAP values for
each sector. Shown in Figure 5.54, the average time in each sector is fairly consistent
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across the di↵erent tra c scenarios, allowing a single MAP value to be used for each
sector across all tested scenarios. These MAP values are presented in Table 5.20.






















Figure 5.39.: Average flight time in each sector for current ATL west configuration
sectors over two scenarios.
Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4
Average time in sector 8.7276 5.8165 5.1220 9.1904
MAP Value 15 10 8 15
Table 5.20: Baseline MAP values for ATL west configuration
As before, it can be seen in Figure 5.40 that the variance of the average tra c
is well below the MAP limit. Even reducing the MAP value by the allowed three
flights does not change that the scenarios never actually cross these limits. Because
the MAP values are determined by the length of time necessary to cross through
the sector, it is possible for scenarios like these where the time required does not fit
the actual demand. This results in no MAP violations for the given sets of data.
Other work done with the west configuration suggests that ATL may switch to this
configuration when demand is lower, which would explain the reduced tra c.
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Figure 5.40.: Average tra c density for current ATL west configuration sectors. The
deviation for all scenarios is less than the determined MAP values, preventing any
violations.
Comparison of Dynamic Density Using real tra c data, the complexity of each
algorithm generated sector can be calculated using the previously defined metrics.
These can then be compared to those of the current sectorization, showing any de-
creases or redistribution of airspace complexities.
William J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC) Metric The WJHTC met-
ric values are displayed in Figure 5.41. In Scenario 1, the value of each variable for the
algorithm generated sectors stays fairly close to that of the current sectors, typically
in the range of 5% above or below the current value. As will be seen throughout this
evaluation, the current sectorization in Scenario 2 is far more complex than the cor-
responding algorithm generated sector. This is most apparent in the CTI variables,
which is 30 times the values for the algorithm generated sectors. This scenario has
a large number of flights that cross between sectors multiple times, increasing the
number of hando↵s and therefore the coordination workload.
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Figure 5.41.: Complexities of sectorizations using WJHTC dynamic density metric
The total WJHTC dynamic density results are shown in Figure 5.42. Scenario 1
shows an overall decrease in complexity for the algorithm generated sectors, with the
largest change in Sector 1. This shows that the tra c is better distributed by the
new sector boundaries. Scenario 2 shows a more substantial decrease, particularly
in Sectors 3 and 4, where large CTI values greatly increase the complexity of these
sectors.












































Figure 5.42.: WJHTC dynamic density metric
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NASA Metric I The first dynamic density metric shows less extreme changes
in complexity, but still shows a significant improvement in the allocation of tra c
in algorithm generated sectors. Figure 5.43 shows a mild decrease across most of
the sectors for all variables. This e↵ect confirms that the tra c density is better
controlled by the algorithm generated sectors boundaries. It also reveals a more even
distribution of aircraft with varying speeds.














































Figure 5.43.: Complexities of sectorizations using NASA dynamic density metric I
The total NASA I dynamic density variable, shown in Figure 5.44, confirms the
predicted results. For each scenario, the complexity shown by the algorithm generated
sectors is slightly less than that observed in the current sectorization. While the
change is relatively small, the ultimate benefit will be observed in the total dynamic
density calculation for this configuration.
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Figure 5.44.: NASA dynamic density metric I
NASA Metric II The second NASA dynamic density metric concerns the number
of large heading and speed changes present in each sector. Given the same data,
the objective of this metric is to better distribute the workload than the current
sectorization. As desired, Figure 5.45 illustrates the redistribution of the workload as
the eastern sectors experience increased complexity as the western sectors decrease.
While the changes are relatively small, this shows that the algorithm attempts to
better balance the workload between sectors. This e↵ect is again apparrent in the
total dynamic density calculation, shown in Figure 5.46. Sectors 2 and 3 are more
complex than the current sectors while Sectors 1 and 4 have decreased in complexity.
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Figure 5.45.: Complexities of sectorizations using NASA dynamic density metric II








































Figure 5.46.: NASA dynamic density metric II
Metron Metric The final dynamic density metric considers the tra c distribution
of the flights inside each sector and how well it is distributed. Shown in Figure 5.47,
the algorithm generated sectors reduced the tra c complexity in nearly all cases.
Most significantly is the decrease in the WBPROC variable, which indicates that the
flights are more separated from the sector border, lowering stress on the controllers.
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Figure 5.47.: Complexities of sectorizations using Metron dynamic density metric
Figure 5.48 shows the overall e↵ect of the algorithm generated sectors on the
tra c complexity. In both scenarios, the overall complexity is significantly decreased
in the generated sectors. This confirms an overall increase in airspace e ciency for
this metric.








































Figure 5.48.: Metron dynamic density metric
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Total Dynamic Density Calculations By normalizing and combining the four
individual metrics, an overall measure of the tra c complexity for the ATL west
configuration can be obtained. Shown in Figure 5.49, it can be seen that the overall
tra c complexity decreases in both scenarios. This illustrates that the algorithm
generated sectors better handle the tra c than the current sectorization.








































Figure 5.49.: Total dynamic density values
Comparison of Sector Crossings In this configuration, the current sectorization
experiences more sector crossings than in previous versions. As seen in Figure 5.50,
some flights cross sector boundaries three or more times. Since only one crossing is
generally accepted as e cient, this is clearly an area that can be improved. Unlike
the east configuration, the changes in sector crossings here are rather significant.
For each algorithm generated sectorization, the number of large sector crossings is
reduced by more than half. These flights are altered such that they only cross the
sector boundaries once, if it all, greatly improving the e ciency of the airspace.
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Figure 5.50.: Number of sector crossings
5.2.2 Benefit Analysis of DFW Sectorization
The second airport considered is the Dallas-Forth Worth International Airport
(DFW). Described in APPENDIX A.2, this airport is far more complex than ATL,
with more runways operating simultaneously at multiple angles. As with ATL, this
airport has four main configurations,
• Dual-departure South Configuration
• Dual-departure North Configuration
• Triple-departure South Configuration
• Triple-departure North Configuration
As before, only the more popular triple departure sectors will be considered. To avoid
redundancy, the analysis of this airport will consist of only the south configuration,
as the properties of the north configuration are near identical. Due to the increased
tra c at this airport, the scenarios used here contain two hours of tra c each, which
contains approximately the same number of flights seen in three hours at ATL.
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DFW South-Flow Configuration Arrival Sectorization Results
The sectors considered for this evaluation are presented in Figure 5.51. As in
the ATL sectors, this sectorization is made up of four main sectors arranged such
that tra c enters through the corners of the airspace. Unlike the ATL sectorizations,
the area about the airport is not extended to allow room for turning tra c. In Fig-
ure 5.51a, the airport is at the intersection of the four sectors. Without added bu↵er
space this may cause di culties for controllers as the aircraft rapidly switch sectors
while landing. The e↵ect of this sectorization will be evaluated in the subsequent
sections.
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(a) Current sectorization (b) Scenario 1
(c) Scenario 2
Figure 5.51.: Current and algorithm generated DFW south configuration arrival sec-
tors
Comparison of Tra c Distribution Figure 5.52 shows the redistribution of traf-
fic density for each algorithm generated sectorization. Unlike the ATL tra c data,
the flight distribution for DFW is already fairly even across the current sectors. The
algorithm generated sectors are also distributed well for each scenario, marginally
reducing the variance of the workload between sectors. More significant is the re-
duction in variance of flights in each algorithm generated sector. This increases the
consistency of air tra c controllers workload and makes the process easier to plan.
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Figure 5.52.: Comparison of average flight count in each sector
This e↵ect also holds for the average time spent in each sector. From Figure 5.53,
it can be seen that the time spent in each sector is also evenly distributed for the
algorithm generated sectors of each scenario. The variance of these sectorizations is
also significantly lower than observed in the current sectors. The greater consistency
shown in these algorithm sectors indicates that the sector boundaries are better fit
to the full tra c pattern of each scenario.
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Figure 5.53.: Comparison of average flight time in each sector
Comparison of Capacity Violations As shown in Figure 5.54, the average tra c
density in 15 minute intervals is consistent for both scenarios tested. For this reason,
a single set of MAP values can be used for the evaluation of each sector. The values
used for each sector are presented in Table 5.21.























Figure 5.54.: Average flight time in each sector for current DFW south configuration
sectors over two scenarios.
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Sector 1 Sector 2 Sector 3 Sector 4
Average time in sector 5.1936 6.5701 5.5698 5.8794
MAP Value 8 12 10 10
Table 5.21: Baseline MAP values for DFW south configuration
From the average tra c count shown in Figure 5.55, it can be seen that the tra c
counts in each sector will never exceed the limit imposed by the current baseline MAP
value. However, in this case violations would be present if the values were reduced
by three flights, as allowed by the FAA, so the MAP value can still be considered
accurate enough to predict capacity limits. As in previous cases, using real tra c
data that has already been processed by air tra c control likely prevents capacity
violations from occurring in the considered airspace, so the event is not registered by
this analysis.























Figure 5.55.: Average tra c density for current DFW south configuration sectors.
The deviation for all scenarios is less than the determined MAP values, preventing
any violations.
Comparison of Dynamic Density With the initial evaluation completed, the
complexity of the tra c in each sector will be calculated using dynamic density. Due
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to the extreme complexity of the DFW airspace, the algorithm generated sectors
should be able to significantly reduce the complexity of the system.
William J. Hughes Technical Center (WJHTC) Metric The WJHTC dy-
namic density metric shows significant improvement in the algorithm generated sec-
tors over the current sectorization. Figure 5.56 shows that the complexity of the
algorithm generated scenarios are significantly lower than the current sectors. The
largest discrepancy is the the CTI variables, which are a measure of the coordina-
tion e↵ort between controllers for sector crossings. Due to the high number of sector
crossings in the current sectorization, and the rapid rate at which they occur, the
coordination between sectors must be high to ensure the safety of all aircraft. This
process would add a significant amount of stress to the controllers to handle these
challenges.


































Figure 5.56.: Complexities of sectorizations using WJHTC dynamic density metric
This reduction is reflected in the total dynamic density calculation, shown in
Figure 5.56. In each sectorization, the algorithm generated sectors are equally or
significantly less complex than the current sectors. Furthermore, the complexity is
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distributed fairly evenly across the algorithm generated sectors, resulting in a better
distributed workload for controllers.












































Figure 5.57.: WJHTC dynamic density metric
NASA Metric I The results of the first NASA dynamic density metric is shown in
Figure 5.58. In both scenarios, the algorithm generated sectors show a slight decrease
and redistribution in the tra c density. More significant is the tra c variance, which
is substantially reduced from the current sectorization in both cases. Interestingly,
the C15 variable is higher for the generated sectors than for the current sectors.
While the increase is not large, the fact that C15 is the variance over average speed
must mean that the algorithm generated sectors are significantly lowering the mean
speed in each sector. This is possible as the new sector boundaries reassign the area
about the airport, allocating a slower tra c region to each sector, while in the current
sectors, the slower tra c might all be designated to one region.
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Figure 5.58.: Complexities of sectorizations using NASA I dynamic density metric
Despite the interesting results from the speed ratio, the total dynamic density
for this metric, shown in Figure 5.59, indicates that the algorithm generated sectors
significantly reduce the tra c complexity in each sector. For this metric, this is
largely due to the large speed variance in the current sectors escalating the amount
of e↵ort required by controllers to maintain order. As with the WJHTC metric,
the complexity is fairly consistent between sectors, indicating a more even workload
distribution than previously observed.
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Figure 5.59.: NASA I dynamic density metric
NASA Metric II In the second NASA metric, the distribution of the aircraft
complexity is supposed to be evenly distributed to be considered successful. Fig-
ure 5.60 shows not only an improvement in overall complexity distribution, but most
values have been lowered in the algorithm generated sectors. This results in a simpler
workload for controllers that is more evenly distributed across the sectors.








































Figure 5.60.: Complexities of sectorizations using NASA II dynamic density metric
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This e↵ect is confirmed in the Figure 5.61, which shows consistently lower complex-
ity values for the algorithm generated sectors. Additionally, the overall complexity is
more uniform for these sectors than the current sectorization. This proves that the
algorithm generated sector boundaries better distribute features of the given tra c
data.








































Figure 5.61.: NASA II dynamic density metric
Metron Metric The Metron metric results, shown in Figure 5.62, show an overall
decrease in complexity across all variables in most sectors. With only a few excep-
tions, the estimated tra c complexity decreases significantly over the given variables.
Figure 5.63 confirms this result, showing a consistently lower complexity for the al-
gorithm generated sectors. Additionally, the algorithm generated sectors distribute
the tra c complexity well among the four sectors in the second scenario. The first
shows slight improvement in distribution over the current sectors, but is overall too
diverse to claim anything resembling an even distribution.
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Figure 5.62.: Complexities of sectorizations using Metron dynamic density metric


































Figure 5.63.: Metron dynamic density metric
Total Dynamic Density Calculations By combining these results, a complete
dynamic density calculation is achieved. These results, shown in Figure 5.64 show a
consistently lower and better distributed tra c complexity for the algorithm gener-
ated sectors. From the observations gained through analyzing the dynamic density
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of the DFW airport, it has been shown that the algoirhtm generated sectors are far
more successful in reducing the airspace complexity for the scenarios analyzed.








































Figure 5.64.: Total dynamic density values
Comparison of Sector Crossings As previously mentioned, the location of the
airport at the intersection of the four current sectors results in a large number of sector
crossings in each scenario. Shown in Figure 5.65, the current sectors have fewer than
five flights in both scenarios that do not cross sector boundaries. Additionally, nearly
half of the flights in each sectorization cross more than once, creating a large amount
of extra work for air tra c control. In comparison, the new sector boundaries created
by the sector design algorithm leave no flight crossing more than a single time. This
result substantially increases the e ciency of the airspace and lowers the coordination
workload of air tra c controllers.
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Figure 5.65.: Number of sector crossings
E↵ectiveness of Vertical Sectorization The e↵ectiveness of the vertical sector
boundaries are evaluated on the vertical containment of the given tra c. Figures 5.66
and 5.67 show that the assigned sector floors and ceilings fully contain the tra c data









Figure 5.67.: Algorithm generated sectors for DFW south Scenario 2
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5.3 E↵ect of Dynamic Airspace Configuration on Sector Performance
A key element of Dyanmic Airspace Configuration is its ability to generate sectors
dynamically to redesign the airspace to meet new needs. In this chapter, this property
will be tested to observe the benefit of using dynamic sectorization over the current,
static system. To accomplish this, arrival sectors for the ATL east configuration will
be generated for a single day’s worth of tra c. The algorithm will create three sets of
data, each corresponding to a di↵erent duration of tra c. The data used will consist
of:
• 8 three hour long scenarios
• 3 eight hour long secarios
• 2 twelve hour long scenarios
Using the previously defined metrics, each set of data will be analyzed and compared
to the same tra c data applied to the current sectors. This process will show the
benefits of updated sectors as well as revealing any limits on the update rate of the
sector design algorithm. Each interval set will use the current sectors for the ATL
east configuration shown in Figure 5.12.
5.3.1 Analysis of Three Hour Time Intervals
The first data set tested is the eight three hour data sets, plotted in Figures 5.68
and 5.69 with overlaid flight data. From the plots, it can be observed that early in
the morning the tra c patterns are more unconventional due to the low tra c. This
can cause some irregularities in behavior, such as including west configuration tra c
between east configuration flights, as the controllers have more room to optimally
direct tra c without the daytime workload.
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(a) 00:00-03:00 (b) 03:00-06:00
(c) 06:00-09:00 (d) 09:00-12:00
Figure 5.68.: Algorithm generated sectors for three hour time intervals (1-4)
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(a) 12:00-15:00 (b) 15:00-18:00
(c) 18:00-21:00 (d) 21:00-24:00
Figure 5.69.: Algorithm generated sectors for three hour time intervals (5-8)
From these figures, it can be seen that the algorithm generates sectors that more
resemble the current sectors as the amount of data used increases. This is due to the
algorithm having a larger basis with which to draw the sector boundaries, limiting the
control of individual flights to manipulate the final results. If the amount of tra c
is too small, such as Figure 5.68c with 9 total flights, the code must generate uncon-
ventional shapes to cover the various flight paths taken. When the tra c increases




With the sectors generated, each one will be compared to the current sector’s
performance based on the series of metrics previously used. The first parameter
tested is the tra c distribution between the sectors. For every time interval but the
third, the tra c count in Sectors 1 and 4 decreased while the count in Sectors 2 and
3 increase, better distributing the workload for the controllers. The third interval
produced no meaningful data, as the flights were too few and separated to establish
a pattern. The average aircraft count for each set is shown in Figure 5.70. It can
be seen that the overall trend confirms the redistribution of tra c. This is especially
true for the morning tra c, which shows a near identical tra c count across Sectors
2 through 4.






















































Figure 5.70.: Average tra c density for 3 hour sectors
This redistribution is again present in the average time per sector, shown in Fig-
ure 5.71, which confirms an increase in aircraft activity in the western sectors and
corresponding decrease in the eastern sectors. Also of note is the lower variance in the
time of sector calculation for algorithm generated sectors. This shows that the sectors
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more consistently distribute the tra c, which allows for a more constant workflow for
the controllers.














































Figure 5.71.: Average time per sector for 3 hour sectors
The next step is to verify how well the tra c fits the given data. Through com-
parison of the number of sector crossings in Figure 5.72, it can be seen that the total
number of sector crossings decreases from the current value from 9:00 a.m. on. This
corresponds to the time period where tra c begins to establish typical patterns. For
the earlier scenarios, the algorithm generated sectors produce a greater number of
sector crossings for each of the three time intervals. In the first two time intervals,
some inconsistent flights were able to exit the tighter sector boundaries, while the
larger current sectors were not a↵ected. In the third case, the algorithm generated
sectors created three “alleys” for arrival flights that connected to the airport in the
sector. This resulted in a single crossing per flight, which is more than the current
sectors, but still reasonable for normal operations.
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Figure 5.72.: Number of sector crossings for each 3 hour scenario
Finally, the tra c containment is evaluated by comparing the number of flights
that exit the sector boundaries and the duration of each violation, shown in Fig-
ure 5.73. It can be seen from the plots that the algorithm generated sectors contain
the given tra c better than the current sectors, in some cases by a large amount.
This discrepancy is shown to be larger by viewing the time the flights spend out of
the sector boundaries, which is greater in the current sectors in all but one case.
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(a) Total flights out of sector




























(b) Time out of sector
Figure 5.73.: Evaluation of tra c containment for 3 hour sectors
The worst performance came from the fourth time interval, in which current sec-
tors failed to contain 12 flights for over 25 minutes. This shows that these flights
were without a defined sector for nearly one-sixth of the total observed time. While
most of the other instances are fairly small, this e↵ect may have consequences in how
ATC operates. For this sector, it can be seen that the incoming flights arrive from
a broader range of the airspace than typically seen, which the current sectorization
is not set to handle. By dynamically setting the sector boundaries, the sector design
algorithm is capable of ensuring these diverse flight patterns are properly contained.
Dynamic Density Metrics
The next step is to measure the complexity of the tra c of each sectorization by
using the four dynamic density metrics previously employed. Examples of metrics are
shown in Figure 5.74 through 5.77 , with a combined dynamic density in Figure 5.78.
For each metric, the complexity of the algorithm generated sectors are consistently
less than or equal to that of the current sectors, with few exceptions. From the
combined results, it is clear that the sector design algorithm successfully lowers the
complexity of the tra c traveling through each sector.
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One interesting discovery with this data is the consistency of the airspace com-
plexity for the current sectorization. For each time interval the total dynamic density
is similar to the others for each sector. The algorithm generated sectors have a vari-
ance in total complexity that is nearly twice that of the current sectors. While this
does not e↵ect the lower complexity shown by the algorithm generated sectors, the
results indicate that the changes in the sector structure largely impact the complexity
of the contained tra c.


















































































Figure 5.74.: WJHTC dynamic density metric values for select 3 hour sectors
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Figure 5.75.: NASA I dynamic density metric values for select 3 hour sectors
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Figure 5.76.: NASA II dynamic density metric values for select 3 hour sectors
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Figure 5.77.: Metron dynamic density metric values for select 3 hour sectors
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Figure 5.78.: Combined dynamic density for each 3 hour scenario
5.3.2 Analysis of Eight Hour Time Intervals
Next, the airspace is sectorized using three eight hour scenarios, shown in Fig-
ure 5.79. With the longer time input, considerably more flights are present in each
interval. This widens the sectors from those previously used to ensure all the tra c
variety is contained. Due to increased tra c, it can be observed that the later two
sectorizations have eastern sectors that stretch across the airspace to contain the more
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Figure 5.79.: Algorithm generated sectors for eight hour time intervals
Sector Performance Metrics
By observing the tra c count in the eight hour tra c scenarios, shown in Fig-
ure 5.80, it is possible to observe the e↵ect of the sectorization on tra c distribution.
While the three hour sectorizations showed a consistent balancing of the workloads
139
between sectors, this set only shows that process in the first time interval. While this
interval has eight hours of tra c data, it is taken from the least busy part of the day.
This lower demand appears to make this sector behave similarly to the previous set of
sectors. While the other sectorizations occasionally show promising results, roughly
half of the sectors are performing at or worse than the current sectors.


































































Figure 5.80.: Tra c count for eight hour time intervals
This e↵ect is continued in the amount of time each flight spends in each sector.
From Figure 5.81, the first interval indicates signs of balancing the workload, the
second and third sectorizations appear to be diverging, putting more workload in the
140
eastern sectors. This is due to the elongated sectors created by the increased tra c
flow. However, most of the changes in the performance are slight, so the sectorizations
may still be comparable to the current sectors.


















































































Figure 5.81.: Average time in sector for eight hour time intervals
The number of sector crossings for each scenario was then tested. Unlike the three
hour sectorizations, the number of sector crossings in these tests, shown in Figure 5.82,
are nearly identical to those produced by the current sectors. The di↵erence is a
single crossing in each case. While this shows that the algorithm is still capable of
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producing comparable sectors, it is concerning that the benefits have been eliminated





























Figure 5.82.: Number of sector crossings for each 8 hour scenario
Despite the previously mentioned di culties, the algorithm generated sectors con-
tinue to outperform the current sectors in tra c containment. The number and du-
ration of flights that are out of sectors are shown in Figure 5.83. It can be seen that
is each case, the value for both measures is less than half that of the current sectors.
This di↵erence between current and algorithm generated sectors is larger than those
found in the three hour sectorizations. However, the overall frequency and length of
the violations are increased between the three and eight hour sectorizations, showing
that the shorter interval better contains all flights. This conclusion meets the way the
algorithm is designed, as it begins ignoring underused regions as the number of flights
increase. This measure prevents highly distorted sectors to include single, possibly
erroneous, flights. Overall, this method appears to continue allowing improved per-


















































(b) Time out of sector
Figure 5.83.: Evaluation of tra c containment for 8 hour sectors
Dynamic Density Metrics
The comparison of dynamic density parameters for each scenario are shown in
Figures 5.84 through 5.87. Each metric shows a higher complexity than that observed
in the three hour sectorizations, largely because of the increased tra c processed.
While this in itself is to be expected, the general di↵erence between the current and
algorithm generated sectors is eroding in each metric. While the three hour interval
data shows consistent improvement, the benefits of the eight hour tra c tends to
match or exceed the same value for the current sectors. The combined dynamic
density calculation verifies that the improvement is no longer guaranteed when using
larger volumes of tra c. Shown in Figure 5.88, it is clear that the first, lower tra c
scenario is still consistently less complex than the current sectors, while the other
sectorizations have varying levels of complexity.
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Figure 5.84.: WJHTC dynamic density metric values for select 8 hour sectors
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Figure 5.85.: NASA I dynamic density metric values for select 8 hour sectors
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Figure 5.86.: NASA II dynamic density metric values for select 8 hour sectors
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Figure 5.87.: Metron dynamic density metric values for select 8 hour sectors
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Figure 5.88.: Combined dynamic density for each 8 hour scenario
5.3.3 Analysis of Twelve Hour Time Intervals
Finally, the sectorizations are compared for tra c data spanning twelve hours.
The two sectors generated are shown in Figure 5.89. The first algorithm generated
sectorization forms an irregular shape due to the inclusion of the early morning tra c.
The second set of sectors form a more regular geometry when compared to the current
sectorization and past results.
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(a) 00:00-12:00 (b) 12:00-24:00
Figure 5.89.: Algorithm generated sectors for twelve hour time intervals
Sector Performance Metrics
The e↵ects of the new sectorizations on tra c density can be seen in Figure 5.90.
With the longer time interval the tra c count of the first sectorization nearly doubles
over past values. The additional flights appear to create a better set of data to build
the sectors on, as the tra c count is one of the more consistent results obtained
across the sectors. The second set of sectors have a much more imbalanced layout,
with eastern sectors having nearly seven more flights than the western sectors on
average. This result is similar to that of the sectorizations with eight hour time
intervals.
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Figure 5.90.: Tra c count for twelve hour time intervals
These e↵ects are replicated in the flight time analysis, shown in Figure 5.91. In the
morning sectors,the average time in each sector is closer than any result thus far, with
a di↵erential of less than two minutes. Alternatively, the afternoon sectors continue
to show no change in workspace balance over the eight hour sectorizations. These
similarities are likely due to the fact that the afternoon tra c is fairly consistent in
each time interval tested, while the morning tra c varies by time. For the twelve hour
sectorizations, the morning sectors finally obtain consistent tra c and can generate
better sectors than previously found in this time range.
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Figure 5.91.: Tra c count for twelve hour time intervals
The number of sector crossings, shown in Figure 5.92, again indicates no change
in the number of crossings between algorithm generated and current sectorizations.
This e ciently shows that the algorithm can generate borders to contain tra c au-
tonomously and recreate performance directed by an air tra c controller. While the
number of crossings were not reduced, as in the three hour interval set, matching the



























Figure 5.92.: Number of sector crossings for 12 hour sectors
As with past interval changes, increasing the time considered increases the number
of flights that escape the sector boundaries. This data is presented in Figure 5.93.
The current sectors are shown to be incapable of handling such a large volume and
variety of tra c, tripling the duration of the violation time in the first interval. The
second interval performs about as well as previous flight groups in the same time
range. However, there is significant improvement in the performance of the algorithm
generated sectors. Due to the massive volume of these sectors, nearly all flights
fall into the sector boundaries. Given the time scale in use, the violations for the




















































(b) Time out of sector
Figure 5.93.: Evaluation of tra c containment for 8 hour sectors
Dynamic Density Metrics
Finally, the dynamic density metrics are applied to the sectorizations to determine
the complexity of the twelve hour interval sectors. Shown in Figures 5.94 through
5.97, the tra c complexity in nearly every algorithm generated sector is higher than
in the current sectorization. In fact, the total dynamic density, shown in Figure 5.98
is a full point higher than either of the other two sectorization intervals. Despite a few
benefits seen in these scenarios, the large and diverse tra c flows considered cannot
be used to make sectors that would lower airspace complexity.
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Figure 5.94.: WJHTC dynamic density metric values for select 12 hour sectors










































Figure 5.95.: NASA I dynamic density metric values for select 12 hour sectors
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Figure 5.96.: NASA II dynamic density metric values for select 12 hour sectors









































Figure 5.97.: Metron dynamic density metric values for select 12 hour sectors
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Figure 5.98.: Combined dynamic density for each 8 hour scenario
5.3.4 Overview of Dynamic Performance
By running a day’s worth of data in varying time intervals, it has become apparent
that the sector design algorithm creates the best results when run over small inter-
vals. As the considered length increased, the resulting sectors became bloated and
arbitrarily shaped, leading to losses in e ciency and increased complexity in sectors.
Additionally, the larger scenarios tested greatly extended the total computation time.
The largest intervals took roughly 20 minutes to run to completion, while the three
hour blocks could be completed in a few minutes. This time di↵erence is crucial when
considering implementation in ATC, where rapid sector switching may be necessary.
Overall, the more e↵ective sectors used a small time interval with a well defined tra c
pattern.
While this trend largely continued throughout the evaluation, a few issues in the
twelve hour scenarios may have led the results to appear better than they were. While
these sectors did have advantages in tra c distribution and flight containment, the
e↵ects were based largely in how the tra c was organized rather than the volume or
duration of the scenario. This is apparent by viewing the eight hour sectorizations,
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which split the time at awkward locations, leading to ine ciencies in the sector design.
With the time intervals set in the twelve hour scenarios, this e↵ect is avoided and
the problematic flights are buried by the larger tra c data. By observing the large
increase in complexity, this misleading e↵ect can by noticed.
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5.4 Sector Design Algorithm Results for Simulated Scenarios
In the previous sections it has been shown that the sector design algorithm can
generate sectors that are equally capable or superior to current sectorizations given
the same data. Now the sector design algorithm will be tested for intended purpose,
to generate sectors for simulated scenarios produced by Mosaic’s Terminal Flow algo-
rithm. Using simulated route and flight data, the sector design algorithm will produce
sectors capable of accommodating the projected needs.
For the purposes of this thesis, three simulated scenarios for the ATL airport
will be analyzed. Since the given routes do not necessarily correspond to existing
structures, it is not possible to directly compare the results to current sectorizations.
Additionally, comparative measures, such as dynamic density, are not useful since
there is no standard set for these new layouts. Therefore, to analyze the success of
the algorithm, it is necessary to judge the sectors on the following criteria:
• Tra c Containment in 2/3 dimensions
• Minimized number of sector crossings
5.4.1 Simulation of ATL East-Flow Dual Departure Configuration
The first data set tested contains 116 arrival flights over a two hour time period.
Using this input data, the sectors shown in Figure 5.99 are generated to accommodate
the tra c. When viewed with the projected tra c from Figure 5.100, it can be seen
that the simulation data is much more simple than the real tra c data. To ensure
compatibility with real scenarios, a bu↵er region is drawn about each route, which
accounts for the majority of the sector volume.
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Figure 5.99.: Arrival sectorization for simulated east configuration data
From observing the real tra c data in Figure 5.100, it can be seen that the sectors
contain the entire flight paths of the given data. The two dimensional boundaries
accurately follow the air route data while allowing a bu↵er region to ensure that
the results may be applied to real tra c in the future. Additionally, the flights are
contained in the altitude limits set in each sector with additional room provided
for real tra c variation. From these plots, it can be seen that the data is fully
encapsulated in three dimensions with no incidences of the simulated tra c leaving
the bounds.
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Figure 5.100.: Arrival sectorization for simulated east configuration data with pro-
jected tra c
From the projected tra c, it can be seen that the number of flights that cross
between sectors are relatively few. Due to the strict path following of the simulated
data, there are no sources of crossings due to variation commonly seen in real tra c
data. For these reasons, the number of sector crossings meets its optimal value, with
the maximum number of crossings experienced by any flight is one. These results,
shown in Figure 5.101 confirm that the sector boundaries are established in an e cient





















Figure 5.101.: Number of sector crossings
5.4.2 Simulation of ATL West-Flow Dual Departure Configuration
The next data set tested contains 116 arrival flights over a two hour time period.
Using this input data, the sectors shown in Figure 5.102 are designed to best fit this
scenario. It can be seen that the sector design algorithm can create unconventional
sector boundaries that can best fit the given data set.
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Figure 5.102.: Arrival sectorization for simulated west configuration data
Again, it can be seen that the real tra c data in Figure 5.103 is fully contained
within the sector boundaries. The two dimensional boundaries accurately follow the
air route data, despite its awkward shape, to fit the necessary operations. The flights
are also accurately fitted inside the floor and ceiling altitudes set for each sector. This
confirms that the tra c is fully contained in the algorithm generated sectors for all
flights.
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Figure 5.103.: Arrival sectorization for simulated west configuration data with pro-
jected tra c
As in the previous simulation, the algorithm is expected to create sectors that
optimize the number of sector crossings. Due to the unique properties of this data
set, the algorithm generated sectors are capable of passing more than two-thirds
of the flights through the boundaries without crossing to other sectors. Shown in
Figure 5.101, the number of sector crossings is again limited to a maximum of one



















Figure 5.104.: Number of sector crossings
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5.4.3 Simulation of ATL West-Flow Triple Departure Configuration
The final data set contains 128 arrival flights over a two hour time period. The
resulting sectors are shown in Figure 5.105. Unlike the other sectors, the primary
body of this sectorization is built from long corridors, spaced carefully to allow tra c
variation while still meeting the parameters set by the input data.
Figure 5.105.: Arrival sectorization for simulated west configuration data
Figure 5.106 shows that the horizontal boundaries of the sectors fully contain the
tra c path and are established to allow bu↵er space between the boundaries and
the air route. As before, the simulated flights are fully contained within the altitude
ranges created by the sector design algorithm. This ensures that all flights are fully
within the sector volume over the course of its path.
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Figure 5.106.: Arrival sectorization for simulated west configuration data with pro-
jected tra c
The number of sector crossings, shown in Figure 5.107, show that the algorithm
generated sectors require at most one sector crossing per flight to reach the airport.
This e ciency shows the ability of the algorithm to adjust the sector boundaries to
most practically accommodate the tra c in each sector. The fact that most flights
cross once is a result of most flights arriving from the east. If the sectors were adjusted
such that the eastern flights never crossed a sector boundary, it would risk the western




















Figure 5.107.: Number of sector crossings
5.4.4 Summary of Simulated Sector Design Results
From the previous results, it can be seen that the sector design algorithm is capa-
ble of generating sectors that contain a variety of tra c configurations. Despite the
unconventional tra c patterns evaluated here, the algorithm was able to completely
and logically organize the occupied regions into sectors that were able to fully en-
capsulate the given data. Furthermore, by limiting the number of sector crossings,
the algorithm was able to organize the sectors in such a way that a large portion of
controller workload is reduced. Given these reasons, it is clear that the sector design
algorithm is more than capable of designing sectors for future scenarios.
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6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
Throughout this thesis, an algorithm to dynamically sectorize the terminal airspace
has been developed and validated using real and simulated tra c data. By imple-
menting existing concepts of Dynamic Airspace Configurations alongside research
performed at Purdue into the specific characteristics of the terminal airspace, the
algorithm is proven capable of generating sectors for use in the NextGen system.
In the validation process, a number of algorithm generated sectors from di↵erent
airports and configurations were compared to the current sectorizations using real
tra c data. In all tested data, the algorithm generated sectors either recreated or
exceeded the performance of the current sectors. With these results, it could be
concluded that the algorithm generated sectors were equally valid, if not occasionally
superior, to the sectors currently used in their respective airspaces.
The algorithm generated sectors were then tested over the course of a single day
by generating sectors in 3, 8 and 12 hour intervals. This evaluation would determine
the e↵ects of dynamic airspace configuration on the current and algorithm generated
sectors. In three hour intervals, the algorithm generated sectors accurately contained
the given data and exceeded the performance of the current sectors in almost every
interval and value. At eight hour intervals, the algorithm generated sectors were able
to match the performance of the current sectors, occasionally performing better or
worse, depending on the tra c. Finally, the twelve hour scenarios were run, but
increased the complexity of each sector by too much to be considered a practical
alternative to the shorter data intervals.
This e↵ect shows the benefit of frequently updating the sectorization of the airspace.
Over short intervals, the sector design algorithm consistently outperforms the current
sectors, while the value degrades as the interval length increases. The exact issue ap-
pears to be with the number and variation in flights, with the code handling smaller,
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more conformed tra c patterns more accurately. To use this algorithm in practice,
the correct time interval would have to be chosen based on the predicted tra c de-
mand of the airspace.
Finally, the sector design algorithm was applied to future scenarios simulated by
Mosaic ATM’s Terminal Flow Algorithm. Using this data as an input, the algorithm
was able to generate sectors that fully contained the simulated flights. When the
evaluation metrics were applied to the simulated sectors, the results were comparable
to those of real tra c data. Because of this similarity, the algorithm was deemed to
be capable of successfully sectorizing future tra c scenarios.
Despite the success of the algorithm, there are many steps to take to enable its
full use in air tra c control. The first step would be to test the code with as many
airports and configurations as possible, to determine the full range of its capabilities.
Once its limitations are realized, the methods used can be altered to handle a broader
scope of input data. The second improvement would be to take the metrics used in
this evaluation and use them in the sector design algorithm. While the algorithm
currently improves on many airspace features as it is, these are largely determined
through solving larger scale problems than balancing the intricate components that
make up the airspace complexity. For example, a future version of the algorithm may
determine the number and location of turning points in the airspace, then redraw
the sector boundary to distribute this component of the workload more e ciently.
Finally, it is important to measure the full capabilities of the algorithm generated
sectors. While real tra c data is su cient for basic testing, the only way to fully
recognize the advantages of the algorithm generated sectorizations is to put them in
use. Using a combination of simulation software and air tra c controller input, it
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A. Airport and Terminal Airspace Descriptions
A.1 Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (ATL)
TRACON A80
Coordinates 33.6367  N, 84.4281  W
2011 Passengers 92,389,023
Terminal Airspace Ceiling (Flight Level) 150
Terminal Airspace Radius (nmi) 45
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Figure A.1.: Runway layout for Hartsfield-Jackson Atlanta International Airport (Im-
age courtesy of FAA)
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A.1.2 Current Airspace Sectorizations
(a) Arrival sectors (b) Departure sectors
Figure A.2.: ATL sectorizations for east flow triple departure airport configuration
(a) Arrival sectors (b) Departure sectors
Figure A.3.: ATL sectorizations for west flow triple departure airport configuration
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A.2 Dallas-Forth Worth International Airport (DFW)
A.2.1 Airport Diagram
TRACON A80
Coordinates 32.8969  N, 97.0381  W
2011 Passengers 57,806,918
Terminal Airspace Ceiling (Flight Level) 170
Terminal Airspace Radius (nmi) 60
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SC-2, 28 JUL 2011 to 25 AUG 2011
SC-2, 28 JUL 2011 to 25 AUG 2011
Figure A.4.: Runway layout for Dallas-Forth Worth International Airport (Image
courtesy of FAA)
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A.2.2 Current Airspace Sectorizations
(a) Arrival sectors (b) Departure sectors
Figure A.5.: DFW sectorizations for south flow triple departure airport configuration
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B. Previous Sector Design Algorithms
B.1 Algorithm Development
To understand the function of the sector design algorithm for TDAC, it is nec-
essary to review the algorithms used to build it. The following sections give a brief
overview of each method. For further information on the geometric or IP algorithm,
please refer to the papers “Graph-Based Dynamic Airspace Configuration Algorithm
for Terminal Airspace” or “Mathematical Programming Based Algorithm for Dy-
namic Terminal Airspace Configuration,” respectively, from the 2012 ATIO confer-
ence. For convenience, the example figures in each section are built using real tra c
scenarios for the A80 airspace.
B.2 Geometric Algorithm
The geometric sector design algorithm uses a weighted graph model to store tra c
flow structure and distribution. As in all of our sector design algorithms, the arrival
airspace is first considered, followed by the departure sectorization. This is because
the arrival flight data is typically better ordered than the departure flights. Shown
in Figure B.1, the arrival sectors enter in an ordered fashion from the corners of the
airspace while the departure flights spread over a wider distance to exit the terminal
airspace at the most convenient place. By first developing the arrival sectors, the
departures can be allocated to the remaining airspace, giving departing flights the
most flexibility possible.
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(a) ATL east flow arrival flights











(b) ATL east flow departure flights
Figure B.1.: Example of arrival and departure flight paths for ATL
The arrival sectorization process, shown in Figure B.2, takes the initial inputs and
uses the route data to create a graph model. The flight data is then projected onto
the graph to build a weighted graph model. The graph is then augmented to add a
bu↵er region to the airspace and dynamically partitioned into regions based on tra c
flow origin. Finally, sector boundaries will be drawn about the partitioned graph to
give the final sectorization.
Figure B.2.: Operation of geometric sector design algorithm
B.2.1 Graph Modeling
Through observation, the similarities between the air route structure and a graph
model are apparent. As shown in Figure B.3, the topological structure can be viewed
as a weighted graph, where the waypoints, air routes and tra c distribution may
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be represented by a graph’s vertices, edges and weight, respectively. Additionally,
vertical and horizontal tra c variation is considered, as well as various attributes of
the route structure.
Figure B.3.: Air routes in the ATL terminal airspace (magenta: arrivals; green:
departures)
To create the graph model, the routes are read from the input files and organized
into an initial graph. To add resolution, intermediate points are added between
vertices, allowing for more accurate tra c projection. Next, the tra c data is loaded
and projected onto the graph model. This builds a weight matrix for each vertex,
giving an accurate description of the tra c flow. These graphs can be observed in
Figure B.4.
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(a) Unweighted graph for ATL ar-
rivals (magenta dots: intermediate
points, red triangles: navaids, green
circles: crossing points)
(b) Weighted graph for ATL ar-
rivals (tra c density is color-coded:
red>green>yellow>black)
Figure B.4.: Graph models for ATL
In addition to the weights, the algorithm needs to store variation from the route to
capture the properties of the tra c flow. This is done through two variation matrices,
Zh and Zv, which cover horizontal and vertical variation, respectively. Figure B.5
shows the definition of these matrices and their properties. By adding this variation
to the model, the algorithm obtains a full description of the tra c position in the
airspace.
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Figure B.5.: Definition of variation matrices, Zh and Zv
B.2.2 Graph Partitioning
With the graph model built, it must now be partitioned into usable regions for
sectorization. To accomplish this, the graph model is assigned an attribute matrix,
with each vertex assigned a value grouping with others based on continuity. Using
the starting points for each flight, each vertex is assigned a group based on the most
common origin point of flights passing through it. Theoretically, this will create a
continuous path for each group into the airport. However, as seen in Figure B.6,
the vertices close to the airport do not have a single dominant group since all the
flights are merging in that region. The algorithm attempts to overcome this using
airport constraints, which first splits the airspace parallel to the runways, and then
again according to the characteristics of the turning tra c. For example, in the east
configuration, tra c arriving from the east must pass the airport and turn around in
order to land. By measuring the radius of the turn, a constraint can be set such that
all turning tra c is contained in a single sector, which reduces hando↵ workload on
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the controllers. The completed partitioned graph has four clearly defined groupings,
each one corresponding to a future sector.



















(a) Initial continuity partitions



















(b) Refined partitioned graph
Figure B.6.: Partitioned graph models for ATL (Colors refer to shared origin point)
The final step in the graph partitioning step is to augment the graph model
with the horizontal variation data. At each vertex, i, additional vertices is projected
orthogonally from the route at distances d+i and d
 
i . Figure B.7 shows the final aug-
mented graph model after it has been refined using the previously described airport
constraints. This model will be used as an input for the sector design.
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Figure B.7.: Augmented graph model for ATL
B.2.3 Airspace Sectorization
Once the augmented graph model has been created, the arrival sectors can finally
be constructed. Each color point in the graph corresponds to an individual sector
designation. For each group, a concave hull is drawn about the points to form the
sector boundaries using alpha shapes. The alpha shape algorithm is explained in
depth in Chapter 4. It can best be summarized as a shape that contains a set of points
while minimizing the area the shape occupies. Using concave hulls, a smooth sector
can be drawn while precisely following the graph vertices, as shown in Figure B.8.
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Figure B.8.: Initial ATL arrival sectorization
The initial arrival sectors are then split into low and high sectors by evaluating
the workload in each sector and finding the point where it is balanced on either side.
The result is eight arrival sectors, shown in Figure B.9, containing all arrival tra c
data. Using the vertical variation matrix, Zv, a floor and ceiling is set for each sector
based on the tra c passing through it. This step ensures that the tra c is contained
in three dimensions.
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Figure B.9.: Completed sectorization for ATL arrival airspace (H: high sector, L: low
sector)
B.2.4 Departure Sectorization
With the arrival sectors completed, it is now possible to design sectors for the
departure tra c. The low departure sectors are generated using the same process as
the arrival sectors. The dividing altitude is computed by the algorithm to measure
the separation of the flights. When the flights reach a certain degree of separation, the
algorithm chooses that altitude as the limit between low and high departure sectors.
The high departure sectors are easily generated by making them the compliment of
the high arrival sectors, divided into three sectors using airport constraints. The final
departure sectors are shown in Figure B.10
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Figure B.10.: Completed sectorization for ATL departure airspace (H: high sector, L:
low sector)
B.2.5 Geometric Algorithm Analysis
From the previous discussions, it can be seen that the geometric algorithm is
capable of quickly and accurately generating sector boundaries for real tra c data.
However, when used with future scenarios the results are not as promising. This
method relies heavily on heuristics, such as airport constraints, and when tested with
nontraditional routes, it was not able to adjust. A key factor in the failure is the use
of the continuity constraints described previously. While the vertices farther away
from the airport are accurately partitioned, vertices in the inner airspace do not have
a clear a liation, and such is dependent on heuristics to sort it out. For this reason,
this algorithm is incapable of being used in the Terminal Flow Algorithm.
